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-S. A. Reed, administrat;r
of the estate of the late Gilman F. Philbrick, will
sell a lot of lumber at auction on the Philbrick farm in Roxburr, on Saturday, Nov.
13, at 1 P. M.

OUR

NEIGHBORS.

Canton

Point.

Subscription,$l.50 Per Yaar.
$1.25if Paid in Advance.

an girl Ko. 2, at Chet's "Foot
the other night.
So "Pearl"
alone.

No.44.

Festival,"
Phin. Irish's lower intervale.
Eight men
won't be and two horses are doing the work.
Several of our enterprising citizens have
CHIPS.
been indicted for selling the old orchard
in liquid form, in unlawful quantities, for

Oct. 28.-J. Harmon French has moved
Hartford.
h• f
T R
Id '
-The first reminder we ha,·e that 1887 o ts arm near • eyno s.
Frank Barrett and Wm. Cushman, rep- tippling purposes.
is near at hand is the ancient and honoraB. C. Waite and wife were out on a trip
l\frs. Abbott is improving.
We all reM r. J o h n I-Iersey-0 f n"·Iontreal, was in ble Maine Farmers' Almanac, sent by the to u,
,..,.ass. and R. I. last ,,·eek. Mi·. Wai·te resenting different firms, are about town joice in the prospect of her recovery, ,..
,or
town last week.
publisher thereof, Mr. Chas. E. Nash, called on Chas. M. Holland, in Woonsock- buying apples for one dollar and thirty cts. she is one ot the best.
• • horse-back riders daily Augusta.
et ' R • I ., and w,as pleased wi'th h'is Io.:a- perArthur
bbl. Sampson who has had a serious
Meetings conducted by Rev. Mr. Love- S ome fiernmme
It
contains
the
customary
parade the streets'.
amount of weather, dates, tables, and oth- tion. He noticed a large amount of build- illness of typhoid fever, is convalescent.
joy. each Friday evening, in the Wyman
-Look for J. A. Bucknam & Co's. full er interesting matter.
ing in town.
Harvesting
is nearly over. Is it not school house.
John Harris and Wm. Howland are makMr. Pettengill and a N. Y. railroad conannouncement
next week.
-The young men of Canton indulged ing preparations for cutting birch on Frank singular th at our firSt a nd laSt 'crop' comes tractor, with two Grand Trunk officials,
-N. P. Reynolds was C:own town on in a regular bird hunt lastThursday,Clrns.
Carver's land. Have a camp in orde1·.
from th e maples?
Leaves are always han- passed by my place the other day. I have
Tuesday, the first time for two months.
Swett and Simeon B. Ellis choosing sides.
Nov. 2.-Veranus
DeCoster, Esq., and dy for bedding when th ere is no th ing else practiced so that I can tell an "official"
-Mrs. F. A. Parsons is out again after The boys came in at night with lots of wife, from Buckfield, are visiting Mr. and ready.
with both hands tied behind me; and am
The two warm days of Kov. has deceiv- dead sure of a contractor
as far as I can
a severe illness of a few weeks from neu- game, running the score up to 2,020 for Mrs. Wm. R. French.
Ellis and r, 130 for Swett. The defeated
ralgia.
Rev. W. J. Twort will preach at the ed even the bees. Early colonies of last sight him. They came in from Bryant's
side
paid
for
a
supper
at
the
Canton
Ilouse.
Spring
swarmed
yesterday,
and
after
waitPond
and
I
figure
and
prophesy
that they
Point next Sunday at half past 2 o'clock.
-Rev. vVm. Beavins delivered two very
Monday evening, the 8th inst., the offi- ing for some one to hive them became dis- were looking over the route. It would be
able sermons at the Baptist church on
- The attention of our readers is directcers of Androscoggin R. A. C. will be in- couraged and went for the woods. To-day a perpetual joke if the G. T. should step
Sunday.
ed to the advertisement of Poole Brothers,
another swarm has located on the picket in and bag the game while your sleepy of-Rev. Mr. Twort will preach at Canton wherein they advertise to send two nice stalled.
Fred E. Rowe has gone to Kingfield on fence in front of my wi nd0 w.
ficials stand around on the platform, gappresents and an illustrated monthly magPoint school house Sunday afternoon,
l\lrs. Maria GlO\·er has sold all the stock
azine one year for twenty-five cents. This business.
on her farm except one Jersey cow. Sar- ing, with hands in their pockets.
Either
Nov. 7th, at 2-30.
H.
company must be numb to let the other
-Conductor
Merrick Osgood has mov- is a very liberal offer, which many of our
Carthage.
geµt bought
the horse and carriages come in and touch this dead and idle
readers
will
doubtless
take
advantage
of.
ed into the widow Poland house, Mrs. Po~fr. Albert Moulton and son, Hartson,
throughout.
The farm is for sale on lib- wealth with resurrectionary
power when
land having gone to live with one of her Read ad.
have bee 11to Boston.
E,•ei·ett 0. Moulton era! terms.
such wonderful results would arise to bless
-It is reported that insurance companies
sons.
Miss Agnes Glover has commenced the
the power that touches.
to returned with them.
He has been at work school in Dist. No. 3. School house No.
-Conductor
Nahum Moore has been in are becoming alarmed and threaten
Good-bye, R. F. & B. R. R. You are
4 is being rapidly improved-the
inside
Boston since Friday.
A1·thur
Allen withdraw their bus111ess entirely or raise in the ice business the past season.
too late to squeeze the orange, gentlemen:
Mr. Sewell Chamberlain
has a public made wholly
new with modern conpunches the tickets during Mr. Moore's rates in villages and cities that do not profor I saw a fixed determination
in the convide adequate means for-protection against 11uction Nov. 9. I-le is going to sell his Yeniences. Mr. Bartlett's and Mr. Needabsence ..
tractor's eye that he would contract or
sweeping fires.
The penny wise and farming tools and household goods, horse ham's new houses will soon be completed
-Heavy special freight trains have been
bust.
pound foolish policy must be headed off and wagon, etc.
and are fine looking homes.
Mr. Henry
run frequently of late on the F. F, & B.
Jom,.
sotne ,vay.
Mrs. E. E. Winter picked a ripe straw- Parsons is giving his buildings a coat of
railroad.
Large quantities of coal are comWest Sumner.
berry and a blossom on the same v'ine, paint.
-Officers
of
Canton
Grange
P.
of
H.
ing in.
Oct. 21.
An entertainment
was given at the vesWe had hoped the thie,·es were all supwere elected last Saturday, as follows:-Lydia Ludden, an elderly lady living
Master Lewis vVinter caught a coon in plied with fish, but turkey thieves have try the 29th ult. for the benefit of R. M.
Master, J. M. Holland;
O,·erseer, John
east of the river, fell down stairs recently
a
mink
trap.
Chandler,
who
has
been
one of the "shutbeen operating in this vicinity.
Books on
Manwell; Lecturer,
Chas. W. Walker;
while walking in her sleep, and was badly
E.
ins" for nearly two years.
"Put yourself
poultry raising are at a discount.
Steward, S. C. Jones; Asst. Steward, Embruised.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. 0.., Glover received in his place," seemed to be the spirit on
erson Manwell; Chaplain, J. S. Mendall;
Leander Berry and F. C. Oliver return-The cake griddle advertised in this is- Si,cretary, T. S. Goding; Flora, Mrs. A. ed to their homes in Georgetown last week. friends Monday evening.
A la1·ge com- this occasion.
sue is one of the latest inventions for con- Packard, Pomona, Mrs. T. S. Goding;
Rev. Mr. French,
State missionary,
Friends unable to attend
Mr. Kilgore, of Dixfield, has just com- pany gathered.
venience in the cook room. On exhibi-· Ceres, Mrs. J.M. Holland; L.A. S., Mrs. pleted a fine hearse for this town. It is a contribute wishes of prosperity and happi- preached at the Baptist church last Sab~
tion at this office. Come in and see it.
bath from these words :-"Jesus
saith unto
I. G. \"irgin.
Trustees, J. S. Mendall, E. one horse hearse and cost $200. The mon- ness as a tribute of respect.
him_, if I will that he t:irry till I come.
The high school under the instruction
-The
students of Dixfield Academy W. Allen, I. G. Virgin.
ey was raised by subscription,
the ladies'
what is that to thee? follow thou me."
of J. 0. Palmer and Mrs. Laura Fogg,will
will give an exhibition Thursday evening,
Circle giving $50.
-A temperance meeting is appointed
disclose next week. Their faithful services John 21, 22. An earnest, striking
Nov. 4th, consisting of a farce, comedy,
B.
for Friday evening, Nov. 12th, at the F.
are
appreciated.
They
have
spared
no
course.
tableaux and \'OCal and instrumental muB. vestry, for the purpose of organizing a
DIXFIELD.
pains to promote the general good of all
Fred F. Bartlett, a travelling jeweler and
sic.
temperance society adapted to the needs of
SCIENCE HILL.
connected with the school, and leave only optician has his headquarters at E. L. Tu-T. D. Hodge, Albion Bradbury, Sew- the times. The call emanates from the
Our new road that is to be built this fall ple:;isant memories.
The school exhibi- ell's store.
all Staples, Mrs. Sarah DeShon, Mrs. Em- old and nearly defunct Reform Club which
is under good headway.
It is being built tion is to be Nov. 12th. A complete and
Cyrus Hazleton, who works for Wallace
ily Wright and Miss Viola Staples, attend- will merge into the new organization,
by M. McIntire, M. Holman.'Henry
Smith satisfactory military drill, in marching and Ryerson, has moved his family into Mrs.
ed the Univeasalist meeting at Livermore
whatever that may be. As the Reform
Polly Howe's house.
and G. C. Childs, at a cost of about $500. various evolutions, by W. S. Robinson,
Falls last week.
c:ub organization is non-prosecuting, the
Mrs. lane McDonald, who has been very
Apples is the general topic of the day, has been an important feature during the
-Mr. vVill Wardwell, who has frienrls tempera-nee people of Canton have decid0
and how to consume th em profitably is the term. It has been interesting and quite sick at her brother's, E. S. Bisbee on Sumand relatives in Eastern Oxford, is a stu- ed that it is not "adapted to the needs of
subject now under consideration.
Many war-like.
Thanks to Capt. R. for the in- ner Hill, where she came for a visit one
dent of Harvard Medical School.
In the the hour."
All who have an interest in
year ago last July, was able to return to
experienced farmers pronounce them de- terest he has shown.
regardclass of '85 he was one of three who got a the suppression of intemperance,
her house in Peru, last week.
sirable articles of food for stock, especialMRS. H.B. M.
scholarship rank.
less of age, color, race, or '·previous conDea. Solomon Bisbee, aged 78, who has
ly horses and hogs.
No.
TURNER.
ditions
of
servitude,"
are
invited
to
be
-Joshua Young and son, of Hartford,
been sick two weeks with serious lung
G. C. Childs takes the lead in sunflowThe farm buildings of Josiah \V. Newell
raised this season on 152 rods of land, 190 present.
trouble, is slowly improving.
ers. He has one stock 9 feet tall with 42
were destroyed by fire Tuesday morning,
-Mr. Roscoe S. Kidder died Monday at flowers in full bloom.
bushels of ears of corn. ·'It was the best
Dr. Bisbee reports Mrs. vV. H. Curtis,
He is having some
field of corn I ever saw," says our inform- the home of his father, Philander Kidder, grading done in front of his house. The Oct. 19, with about 30 tons of hay, 150 of Snow's Falls, Paris, who has been a
of typhoid fever or nervous prostration re- work is being done by John H. Bell of Bos- bushels of grain, farming tools and most great sufferer, ~not being able to lie down
ant. The variety was 8-rowed.
of the household goods. Insured for $2,- for months, being so swollen and ·breathMr. Kidder was a ton.
-The new arrangement which gives us sulting therefrom.
ing with difficulty) as being able to eat,
Affie B. Childs has returned home from OCX) in Gurney's agency.
a forenoon mail on the mixed train arriv- young man of much promise, of fine eduPatternon's variety troupe gave a good sleep and rest well, with swelling and efa grad- Jay Hill, where she has been at work the
ing at 11.15, will be a great convenience cation and high moral principles,
entertainment
at
Keene's,
Hall
Saturday
fusion gone.
to the public.
The other trains vary but uate of Hebron Academy, class of '85, nd past season.
night.
Sympathy for sufferers by the recent
Fred Fletch r is quite well again.
a few minutes from the former time table. had taught several schools in Maine 0 and
New Hampshire.
Mr. Kidde,· went to
MIKE.
great fires heard on all sides.
Mrs. G. C. Childs is expecting her
-Mr. W. F. Robinson, a Sumner boy
New Hampshire a fe"· weeks ago and com- brother, L. A. Clough of Brunswick, to
Rumford
Falls.
R.
who has for some time been employed in
menced his second term of school at Jack- visit her soon, who will aid in the temperAgain our neighbor Chet has swung
the U. S. Signal service, previously stason, but was obliged to leave it after keep- ance work.
wide
his
hospitable
doors
and
bid
the
gay
Horn.
tioned at Boston and New York, has reing one week, and returned home by adand the festive to enter; and they entered
East Dixfield-Oct.
27th, to the wife of
G. C. C.
cently been ordered to San Carlos Agency,
vise of a physician.
In a few days he was
quite largely.
Pearl and Tom jerked quick Ripley Coolidge, twin daughters.
Arizona.
East
Dixfield.
Rumford-Oct.
22, to the wife of Chas.
prostrated, and a week later died as stated
music that set the young feet flying. The
Warren Hall is sick with erysipelas
H. Abbott, a daughter.
-Messrs.
vVill Rowe, Fred Rowe, J. D. above. The funeral occurred Wednesday
aborigine essayed to assist in rendering
again.
He has been doing an extensive
Pike and Al. Brown will move their fami- at the residence, Rev. Mr. Richardson
Jl'.larried.
of
"Von Weber's wild tunes," but his wrists
business this Fall in buying and driving
lies to Kingfield, as they are employed in Livermore,
Haverhill, Mass.-Oct.
19, by Rev. F.
officiating.
Our community
were passing through a state of temporary
Gilbert Bros.' steam mill. vV. A. Lucas feels much sympathy
E. St. John, Mr. Charles K. Fox and Mrs.
for the bereaved cattle to market.
weakness, induc,•d by an overdose of Bur- Ida L. Whitney.
Chas. Whittemore has moved to his new
is also employed there, but his family will
family and connections.
dock Blood Bitters.
By the way, an eveLivermore Falls-Oct.
27, Mr. Edgar
remain in Canton.
home in the village.
ning's entertainment
is badly
marred Knapp and Miss Mary J. Moore.
-The
healthy i~crease in business at
Arthur
Fletcher
is
making
quite
exten-Canton
Assembly Knights of Labor the TELEPHONE office is a source of gratifiwhen the "creature" enters, in whatever
Died.
sive repairs on the buildings at his father's
will celebrate their first anniversary Nov.
form, whether in hard cider, old Rye or
Canton-Nov.
1, Mr. Roscoe S. Kidder,
cation to the propl"ietor, not only on achome.
16th, with a grand ball at the skating rink
aged 22 years and 6 mos.
Blood bitters.
Alfarata was there-bright
count of the revenue therefrom, but as a
Mr. Gideon Butterfield has ruoved back Alfarata, child of the sun, and grand child
and oyster supper at Hotel
Swasey.
West Sumner-Oct.
13, Mrs. John Gray,
practical evidence that Canton and vicinito this place, from Livermore Falls, and of her who roved so wildly on the banks aged about 94 years.
Towle's orchestra of six pieces, Geo. F.
ty :s able and willing to give support to its
is buying up sheep for the winter.
I un- of the "blue Junietta"
Towle, prompter, will furnish music.
Dixfield-Oct.
15,
Mr.
Isaac Wait, aged
if you- remember.
local paper, and that business men feel like
derstand he contemplates mo'.ing to Au- And she was there in bodily shape and in 95 years, 2 months, 13 days.
-Odd Fellows' Memorial Day will be patronizing an institution
that ever has
Stratford,
N.
H.-Sept.
23, C. Fred
observed in Canton by services at the Free and ever will defend and promote our com- burn, Me., to work in a slaughter house. a shapely body, and it has come to pass Caverly, aged 31 years.
B.
Baptist church next Sabbath at 1r A. M., mon interests.
that another of our young men has fallen.
Taking the item of job
East
Rumf"ord
Rev. W. J. Twort of Lewiiston, officiating. printing, which is the cream of our busiShe shot him dead with her eye. There
LOWELL LOWELL,
Anasagunticook
Lodge will attend in a ness, and the results prove that diligent
Milton and Frank Abbott, dentists, from is nothing in life so fatal as a liquid eye
body, with new regalia.
All are invited. attention to business, fair dealings and Brooklyn, N. Y., are vistiing friends and let loose. She loosened her orb upon him Lewiston, Maine, will remove from No. 4
Pilsbury Block, three doors north into
-On Tuesday, Nov. 2, 35 States and 8 first-class work will win in the long run. rusticating here. I learn that Milton is in and he fell; curled up his toes and expired Odd .Fellows Block, where they will have
in music. The fact is, this Indian girl is the best lighted store in the city.
Our
Territories held elections for RepresentaIn October, 1885, our job printing amount- rather feeble health.
I counted twenty strong arms present store is so very dark we cannot
The young nimrods are making quite a willowy.
tives in and Delegates to Congress.
The ed to $79.45-thc largest month's work we
that were itching to engage in the clasp- show the goocs satisfactorily to our cushad ever done up to that time. In Octo- harvest among the coons.
results are looked to with great interest,as
tomers or to ourselves, but our new store
But to return to humdrum
Record, who is hauling out logs above ing business.
the contest has been sharp in the close ber, 1886, the same line of work amounted
will be light enough in every part to suit
the most particular.
Remember
the
States and the Prohibition
party has at- to $137.30. We do not publish these fig- the Falls, has not got through with his affairs.
Record, of Livermore Falls, has some change, No. 184 Lisbon St., Odd Fellows
tained to an important
position in the ures in a boasting spil'it, but think they job yet.
Block,
where
we
shall
be
pleased
to
see
Mrs. C. K. Cary has returned from her four hundred thousand of spruce pulpfield. We are unable to gi,·e definite re- will show a gratifying increase, as well as
all our old and a host of new customers.
lumber boomed above the Falls. It is beturns at the time of going to press this perhaps a fair business for a town like Mass. visit.
Respectfully Yours,
JoHN came near being captured by Indi- ing taken from the river and landed on
Canton.
LOWELL & LOWELL,
week.
-Monday
days.
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pickers. They are purSCIENTlFIC SCRAPS,
I
chased for a song and repaired by the
Some photographs
of a recent thun- I
A Pair for a New
York
Beile
second-hand
dealer's
workmen,
der storm in France are said to indicate '
that
Cost $100.
b!,okeaed,
...
'" th, d;m\y-lighted
th,tth,
00,m,1 fo,m of lightn;,g di•-i
•
•
•
basements present a very fair appearar;ce. charges between the clouds and the
CURESANDPREVE'liTs
Various Other Facts of Interest About There arc thousands of persons kept earth is that of an irregular spiral.
I
Colds, Coughs, Soro Throat, Influenza Bro
busy_a_llthe year a_round in New York j A new motor for ruonin!! liaht ma- 1
chitis, Pneumonia, Swelling of the Jo'ints•
New and Old Shoes,
8
~ Germauy.
~
j
Lumbago,
Inflammations,
repamng an d puttrng ~cw so1es on h oe~, ehinery has been discovered in
tism, Neuralgia,
Frostbites,Rheuma.
Chi(. '
whose owners are active men. Twenty Petroleum in its fluid state is used, and I
blains, Hoadache, Tooth"Are there many queer shaped shoe~ m~le~ a day is a small avcrt1?e for a the cost is put at about three cents per I
ache, Asthma.
made?" a New York Mail and E:vpi-ess stll'rm~ person, and twenty 1niles day horse power an hour, and half a cent (
DIFFICULT
BREATHINC,
reporter a,ked a shoe dealer.
over New York flagstones soon poli~!lcs I per hour for lubricating.
I ~T;6Tw°Jli11Ff';/F.~r;:;:.;;~/1~~"tr
"Lots of 'cm," ·was the reply.
"'-Ne
fl'
t
f
I l ti e
\
vertioomentneed
0 any one SUFFJ::R W!l'H P.u/I
make quite a business of shoes for crip- o • a vas amount o so e c:1 1 r.
In a paper lately read before a London, \
lta~~~i•~!i~.~•~~.~~?~i~tJ;,~8:~:i'•
ples. You'd be surprised at the numSeedless :Fruit.
engineering society, it "~as mentioned as
•.
11ae ':;:i\~-~~:'!~:ir ~1; :~s
~;.wu
bcr of people whose underpinnings reI recently examined an orange, tho the result of many experiments that 1000 1
PAIN
H.E!UIH>Y
1 1 01
d f
O
quire building up on Cloe order or the see s O • W h"lCh h a d a II f ai·1ecl t c,eve
·
The nhove Pictu,·e lleprosents
th 1J~tJ!~t~iati~~J~a~~
L
n0,.,~~;Q:;;;!
,
,
,
1op. I f eet of g as used to produce incande,ccnt
';f;:!11
1~~~!",.1?hP,'
8!~~1r;.'\hun~,rels,
1 iu h:\lf or
• ht.mg b Y means Of a gas eng~~tt.1'::,.
other ulanw
0t
other. Some lim1>s are shortened from I have see1t oranges in wh.ICh some Of ' eIec t nc• 1ig
CAPTAIN
S.
GREENWOOD,
Ahalfb~~'::e
to a teaspooutul
a tumbler
or wato,
habit of standing, but usually disease, the seeds had llot developed, but have I gine would give twice as much light as
Master of the SteamshiDKanawha.
win jn a fow minute~ cnro Cramps. sna.sm,So1tr
accident or prenatal deformity is the never seen or h car d o f one en f ire IY see d - 1·t wou ld 1"f emp l oye d as a n ill u mi 11ant in
Abouta ,ear agoho oosen•eua strange cl ange 1, !enc,,
&ndau internal pains.
~};k~~<la~::,'£';~~~i.t,'.'.ro';~~~~~~
. 8iJgfi~~,1
!
1
1
cause.
~~';,!e1~!r.f,"4
o1~t~'i:~i~e~~ns!;t~tlt~
'~~~~~~ ~;
h 1 Cork cut up in thin layers makes fess. Persons who examined this orange the ordinary·way.
• •
f h
h" k
l
I • had never seen one li'·e it
This s~ems
M t d
•
•
d" to ' and h,. sleeporoken. Ile tried to oYercomot ••e
up t e rnmg o t e t 1.::• so cs.
t 1s
" • •
I
os ream impressions, accor mg
~';.'l_!!_~f.;lfr~fta~,,,~•;;,'1{~en~tat,.~ a;,~t:fi~i
light and thus prepared possesses the to have been a rare specimen.
Wundt, emanate from actual, though the ttuldspossedwereotten thickand with a scum
requisite elasticity.
We make corkThe question of seedless fruits is a I weak, impressions on the nerves during I f~e~~~,~~o\l1~~-:'e'~{.~e;i~~:'~rt~a~r~a~~l~li'~ca!'~'.
Chills and Fever, Fever and
soled shoes for men who do not possess very interesting Olle. The pe:·simmon, sleep. Thus an inc'>nvenient position ;i~~~l~~~!o~t~~i~'if
t~:; 1~~.~11riu~~"~~i~~1°i1~:
~~:
Ague Conquered.
1:~'.·m~"\.~flo1:e:hft
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sire for comfort on tlie part of those
possessed of money, and so long as feet
are mat>d lD different moulds, the custom trade will be as good as ever. There
are men who would go barefoot rather
than wear a factory-made slioe. They
could not do it500
if tney wanted to. I suppose we have
customers for whom
we keep special :rasts that are perfect
counterparts of their pedal extremities
in form at bast.
Bits of leather take
the place of great-toe jqints and painful
bunions. When
over a last like
process looses it3
in men's shoes is

a man gets a shoe made
that the 'breaking-iL,
terrors. The tendency
toward common-sense

very 0aood cus-

"Twelve to fifteen dollars is the limit
for a rrcntleman'8 shoe. I kow of a pair
~
of ladies' shoes on exhibition in a Broadway window that will bring $100. They
were made for a ltiurrny H.ll bc!le, who
has a pretty foot and an equally attrac-
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tlve pocketbook.
They nre made, save
the soles, of plain black sntin. Rhine
stones set in soliu silver
form the buttons.
1
F renc h IleesI are s t"ll worn •lll l l ress sh oee,
but New York women do an immense
famount
and have learned
th of walking
1
• E'ng 1·Is I sis
• t ers t Imt t licy canrom cir
not do it in narrow, high-heeled shoes.
Children and old ladies wear what are
l
called
'spring
heels.'
They are in
rea II
1ty soM ar as t e eye can see no heels
•
f
h
at a •
,u1y g1r
• l s of 15 wear this style
of shoe. When you sec a lncly whose
walk is the poetry c,f motion you can put
her down as wearing low-liceleu, broadsoled foot covering. Tl1erc was <piitc a
trade last winter an<l the winter before
in sknting shoes. These are broad he:;!,
liberal
soles, tight calfskin shoe with
1
1g
• l1t I ace t ops. R o IIer s 1rntmg
•
h as (1eclined, but ice-skating will doubtless be
more popular than ever if the mcrcurv
goes low enough
between now nnd
-.,ra1·ch. 'fhe l11·or-rh
!,"cc toJJS ar·e a.-,1•e·,•t

support to1 the
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tomers of the order-made shoes."
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the degree of sensitiveness in some per-, horn, are said to show its particular
of Lincoln before his "Fa!Bea.ndTrue" respectingrliet.
sons, the truthfulness of which is vouched adaptedness
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presidency; they were cW.:-~~~~ JW':,~.~~~P
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GET RAD WA Y'S.
lady in is city.
foot on th e pavement.
The results of
,. ; vatesecretaries throughR
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A gentleman residing r;car Youngs- f the experiments are therefore regarded
out his term of office,
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town, Ohio, enlisted in the summer of I as very satisfactory,
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and to them were transCLEAR,
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ferred upon Lincoln's death all his private
COMPLEXION.
1 86 2
an JOIDe
e army in Kentucky. I avIDg een
riven a 11. rapt pace on papers. Here will be told the inside history _.-ll!!'l!!!IWII--IIJ!'~111,,.
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On the afternoon of October 8th his wife I such pavements without slipping.
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became deeply impressed with a feeling sides this advantage, the new shoe is admioistration,-important
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have hitherto remained unrevealed, that they
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at some ing serious had happened.
spoken of as more durable, a nd ' th ough might first appear in this authentic history.
,moothnndwhite.it 1..
She resorted to all !:leans at hand to a little more expensive than the ordinary
By reason of the publication of this work,
allay her unusual nervousness, but with- I kind, seems destined sooner or later to
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01 and rival tho
came almost frantic.
Neighbors did all
smare • aud Is el s,
means be entirely omitted. Stories of naval
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she learned that her hn,band
had died
at once noticed that there was no bell in on affairs m Russia and S1bena, by George ~!~r~~~;?.b~itt~:;.w;,o~~tf.:t':;t•a.nJ'.!.•re~r:,':1."/
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from
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Ilandlord be asked him to supply the I1 Labor Problem; English Cathedrals;
• omission.
"But" 1 returned
the land- I Eggleston's Religious Life in the American BU
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The Eucaln>tus Tree aud Malaria.
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rows of shining half-worn shoes standing
along the m'lp-boards of their chambers.
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leather
dress shoes, and they are not so
U tra as two or three
years ago. Men
not alone in their dress for comfort or
foot-aear, although some of them have

Women are becoming

o
eighty kilos (176.37 pounds).
Should
his weioht be more or less he is too
thin. As men !!row older the'y lose their
wei!!ht, but as~a compensation they diminish
~ in height also.

i'm~~~~;~~

1
~:i;k~te:~

~

shapes. Broad low heels and fairly wide
rounded toes are the most sought for.
The box toe is a· thing of the past.
Pointed toes are only worn in patent
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the Eucalyptus globulu:! would banish
malana from the land if only planted
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When )Ir.
was stumping
Connecticut it nnnoyed him excessively
to be introduced to his hearers as the
honorable or the distinguished,
or by
:u1y other eunobling title.
He <letermined to put a stop to it, and therefore

as $1. This class of shoe and the ca,toff made-to-order
shoes of those who
can afford such luxuries arc principally

asked the cl!anman ot tlie town com- apples. Here was scooped out a sort of If
BOUGHT
NOW
f :J:1ccept a Bargain when you can get
mitte of Tiarkhnmsteacl simply to intro- saucer-shaped bottom, upon which, after
I g-l 'as t ey are not offered every day,
duce him as plain Sam l<"'essendcn of coveringwi th aninchorsoof
straw,was
th
Stamford.
The ch:iirm:m was an uni- piled
e apples, covering the same wi$
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f.~•/:~[a}'f>f~:~v'i!~;~r~a~gh~rm1rspresentaroryoung,people. Who.
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maginative matter-of.fact man. He took some six or eight inches of straw, and f;!~':i:,•~
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rnrth to keCJ) out the T.bisVolume
explain.,
whythesale
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In Whicnthesecharactersoccur?
l\fr. Fessenden at bis worcl and intro- then with en ou,~h
1 contains
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Varden
ittle1 Nell 3 T.
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as1':f~O\.Vyoucansavemuchmone1i
1
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clneed him thus:
''Ln<lies and gentle- froS ; not unfrcquently' however, cover~w:~e:1!::3:'\ft~fd'i--':.'.n1,1~1?!~{~.n~~-K!1~~~..~t.
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m~n, I have t!Jc high honor ofintroducing th e whole willi a layer of sods to
Theslng!evoJumeswU!\e.-0 f t e ew Fna-ln, Fl•rence Dnmbey, The Bay .Joe, ie;am
1
ing to you Plain Sam Fessenden of Protect the same from washino"• A hole 4el1nred to expressHANS
ANDd O~co~&~.irYN6J\'v."t8, ln P03taJnote,or the !ounolumel
on rece1~:~1/J~il'3.
i:5lnmford.·• •:.\fr. Fesscr.deu a,serts !hat was opened on the south side of the bank
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sold in midulc basement shops in Baxter
street, the Bowery, First, SccOlld, Sixth
and Ni-nth avenues.
Munv get into the
pawnshops during the summer w lien their
owners put on their Oxford tics, and the
second-band dealers pick them np at
an "veragc price of $1 a pair. Only well
preserved shoes arc accept.eel :1t p:twnshops, and these the dealer can double his
money on.
Agren.t m:ioy old shoes are gathered

~;;ie!ef:.::i:::;~:i!;r::;i;
June.
Their mode was to put the fruit
up in banks just as many now save sweet
potatoes at the South. At bime of harVeSt a Spot of high, well drained land
was s'1cctcd upon which to bank the

~B>.
u. R.OAa-c,ltt, I;BdORN.i!:.aKANSASY.

pa;~~t~~: ~e:~;t~er diem prison contract
labor, aided by split leather uppers and
paper filled soles, has brought readymade shoes down to a price that places
tbem within the reach of all. Some of
them, fair t0 se(), sell for as low a figure
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it is more necc,snry to be <:arc(ul ,vith a
lll:llter-o' -fm·t man than one would supl L
1
d I
pose W IO ac. DH ~a t With such. -Neu
1'oi-k Su11..

during the winter when apple3 were required, as much fruit taken out as was
needeu and the hole closed up secure s•
before.,

1

HOLIDAY

PRICES

FOLKS
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FOR
CHILDREN
;' 8 always
entertainingand In demand,being short stories.
weJnhave•
;olume
;i ~ontalns~he Sto~;
~~H~~:~'i.:?'ot~~;:PJ~,\~~~n/a1,~·T:i~",,~somely
bound
cJotb,
v~/~:,;::'~gi~!l~;
1-hoes ol Fni:rune, n_ndOther Tale , The Chrisunn Greetlnir.
8
Volume4.contain~
Lc~ ~•d&n•.f 1rnt~ 1·e Uo'?k ~Vithout Picture~, 11nnd Orher Tnle•
Ela-htvolumesbound!n fou~.l1.5°J,
:epa::t~ !g1~~~;i;,~;rr?i~}'Ji.1ixr~enu"t:
Tnles.
PLACE ORDERS EARLY, HAVING DIRECTIONS PLAIN.
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Delay.
LADlElS' DEl'ARTillENT.
Always to-morrow and never to-day.
/
So the winter wears t!ll the bloom of MayVienna
Girls,
Yet what is a month more or less!"you say. I The system carried out in Vienna for
But, as May goes over thE>purpling hill,
[ educating girls is entirely worthy of
You lead l)efore and I follow still
[ note, says the Buffalo Courier. They
From end to end of the months, until
/ are kept at their studies until they are
My passion wears, with the autumn weather fifteen years of age.
Then they go
To the very end of its tender tether;
' through a course of teaching in the
For, never apart, yet never together,
pantry and the kitchen, under some
We walk as we walked in tho bloom of May1 member of the family, sometimes under
But at last your "to-morrow" is mJ trained cooks, for a year or two years.
"to-day,"
Thus they learn to do everythinc,O themWhen "what}:, a~o; th m~re or less?" I say. selves, and to kno~ the value of things
1nd
nd
- ora
err'IJin
epe ent.
long before they commence housekeephg
11UMOI?OUS.
Isn't n revolving light on the con.qt 2
aavy revolver.
A last farewell--A shoemaker giving r
up his business.
Yoked garments are much worn-By
oxen. They are <>orcd.
n
"'k
.l
M~ny
a man as ·s a g1r to share his
lot when he own no lot.

i

ARIA

Fever, Fever
onquered.

and

READY RELIEF

A trade union-A marriage b~hveen
business rivals to promote trade.
{)~ll~!itfii~p
~~ t e~r~1;j
tu(!
"I'll just give you a few points" re.
a°~:~~t,k~:~~l/t~
1rr:/)~i&1:
l~ne bPfore goln-: out.
marked the paper of pins as the man sat
1
!~aJ!ite~t~~·~~1~!;i~~;,\f~i;!;:
on it.
cl)); lM.r
~Ajt~1,m.Li
Schoolmarm to little Josie: "Where
ttle. Sold by drn::gi.r•
is the North polP,?" "At the top of thf
map,
marm."
~DWAY'S •
~nly Genuine)
The tailor and dressmaker are the in•
dividuals who dwell most on the eternal
fitness of things.
, Blood Purifier,
le diseases, Scro!ula moot
A scientist went out the other night
lnlntc;;, Consumption.' Glan1•
!~1°ctn'i:1~~e~~~~i~nt;,r~~t in a gale to see whnt color the wind was
l e Lun~s ~nd Throat, purldei
and found it blew.
.aJth and v1gor.
·i"'f•.
~1 Jl~J• Rorrt ...,
The tailors and dressmakers are the
individuals who dwell most on the eterNA Y'S PILLS
nal fitness of thing,.
and Stomach Remedy
rdP.~ nr the Stnm:.ch, Liver
Frequently the gentleman who lay1
rlcr,_NcrvonsDisFm.-;eq, Loss~
1
himself out to deliver n nice,' breezy disg~t1ti~~c~,tt~dif~~~'.
'p~~
f the Iuteroal Viscera. Pnrecourse is simply windy.
g no mercury, minerlls o:
Brown-Did you enjoy yoursoif while
ox. Soldby all druggists,'
you were away? Green-You bet. Didn't
see a blessed bill collector the whole
t~o~c~
co~
~rength. to the stom'.\Cb ani
time.
1
0
1
a!td
~~:h
r;e,u
~i~
i1!WTI~;~
"There is something I have just
diseases. Take the medicina
~c~fn~~11!~:vewhat wo u1 in
dashed off," said the poet as he knocked
his would.be-son-in-law
off the door•
,':JP
8~~.:;>e~•J;!.°y~,1.;f~
step.
"ET RADWAY'S,
"Ne,vc food" is advertised. _This is
Is R,.11.lly BEAU·
the kind of food th·e man eats who wants'
TIFUL withonr a
CLEAR, WRITE
to occupy two scats in a crowded railCOMPLEXION.
road car.
Lord Churchill makes 60 gestures :,
minute while speaking, or.half as· many
as a woman who is describing her new
hat to her dearest friend.
A little girl calling with her mother
at a new house where the walls were
not yet papered, exclaimed:
"1Vhat
a l>ald-headed house, mamma!"
.A New York physician says "it fa
dangerous to go into the water after a
hearty meal." Acd we presume if he
did go in after one he wouldn't find it.
Some western papers look with horror
on the use of the word "woman" in respectable society. One of them recently
chronicled the finding of a
"lad'ys
ekclcton."
"Ah, George," she murmured as they
drove along the moonlit road, am I very
dear to you?" "A.nd George, as he did
a little sum in mental arithmetic, in
which a team and his $G salary largely
figured, softly answered:
"V cry dear."
''Here, you," howlecl a customer nt
a restaurant to the waiter; "can't you
sec that I don't wear laceshoesi" "Yes,
sir."
"Well, then, what do you mean
by Dringing me this shoestring in my
soup·/ Take this l>nck just as quick as
you can ancl bring me n plate of soup
with a but.ton hook in it."
\1_n!t

rt~~e~
1~{~~t:,h~:~::!1::

UN RESOLVE?fll
~

!o~J

Great EnglishGoutan~
1 RheumaticRemedy.
~ round,ii0

eta,

.
I

-

KS.

s

rt storJes.

We have l
Jn clotb,

iOIDeJy
bound

ns Greeting.
nnd Other

Tale•
Other Tale•.
each.
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The "Worl11'sGreatest Desert.
One-half of the earth's qolid surface is
buried in the abysmal regions of the
ocean, and exists at undulating plains
beneath a watery covering from two to
five miles thick.
On this land at the
bottom of the deep sea, the dirnctor of the
Challenger publications t_ellsus, the conditions presented are most uniform. The
temperature, near the freezing point of
fresh water, does not exceed seven de
grees in range, and is constant throughout the year in any locality.
Sunlight
and plant-life arc absent, and, although
animals of the large types are present,
there is no great variety of form or abundance of individuals.
Change of any
kind is exceedingly slow. At the greatest depths deposits are chiefly a red clay
mixed with fragments of volc~nic matter, remains of deep sen animals, cosmic
dust, mangnnese-iron nodules and zeolitic crystals. No an,ilageous deposits have
been truced on dry land, although the
continents arc mainly made up ot rocks
which must have formed under the sea
near the coasts. Throughout all geolo,
gical time the depobits of the continent
bordering waters appear to have been
forced up into dry land through the con-traction of the earth, while the abysmal
regions haYe remained the most perma,
nent areas of the earth's surfac.

on their own account; and though they
may never be required to cook a dinner,
they become independent of cooks and
servants.
The Austrian women are
most affectionate wives and mothers.
They are as accomplished as any English
governess, are as witty in society 11s a
Parisian, and are among the most beautiful women in Europe.
Fat

Bi·ldes of Morocco.

the burden less on the father insuring.
He has, any way, the pleasant feeling
that bis small annual payments are in•
suring his daughter's future, and giving
her a comfortable home and income alter
he has gone.
. It is obvious t_hat the chances for marnage among a given number of women
can be calculated as. closely as those of
death. The plan has worked well for
generations in Copenhagen.
Fetnale J<'artners.

Land is cheap in Georgia and crops
reasonably certain when labor is given
for it,
Why should not our y )Ung
Georgia women turn away from the
cities and clerking, and teaching at $80
n month, and seek the free, open and
healthy life of the farmer?
Land, we
sny, 1s cheap, and can be obtamed in
less time and with half the trouble that
town positions can; and we venture the
assertion that no woman who has ever
tded. a year in. the country will w.ant to
come back to teach in school-rooms or
clerk in stores.· We do not m;an to say
that all women can make n success of
farming. ]3y no means. But we believe
that any woman of industrious habits
and possessino- the housekeepino- in•
stmc~ can make money upon the farm·
lndP.ed, we know now of many who live
comfortably in the country, manage theu
own labor make good crops and with
.
. '.
'
theu dairies, poultry yards, orchards
and garden secure not only a living, but
lay up money.
Business men who deal
with these women will bear witness to
the fact that they pay promptly and buy
close.
This is by way of suggestion
only. The idea must be applied by those
interested.
Would it not be a novel
sight if some day Bibb County should
have in her borders a colony of refined
female farmers supplying the city with
milk, butter, eggs, vegetables, honey,
preserves and other products?-Macon
(Ga.) Telegraph.
• ' .,
-·- .•,

!

Frank G. Carpenter says, in a letter
from Ireland to the Clevelnncl Herald:
I find the cabins of the laborers in the
I
north of Ireland a little
better than
those of the south. Some of them have
slate roofs, but altogether they are poor
affairs. I hear of land here being rented
for $ 25 an acre per year on Jong leases,
I and itis a wonder to me how the farmers
can pay the rent and live. A Minnesota
traveler tells me he has an Irish son-in-

•1

I law, who has just

A Yello,,·ish

1Jpon the tongue.

Coat

partcular

y n~;1 r it--1 hnse, 1~

of ,tselfsuffic1er1t
to de,ote b1 iou 11 :,;s, ··nail•
111l nt
to tht-- devt• ..01nnPnt 01 wb (')1 the hoc
we 1 ther,-1t ma.y b.,; rt.:mark d n ; ;.i:--sn. -· !il
extrdne
y fa\ orabit'. an whi h aut: lll.t ••.ten
1 r n:..s in its tr ..dn ~s a 1 ngerin'! lcg;1c~-- 1t 1101
r~•n1erlit-d---.wh ch jt F-pe d·1y may Lw '\\" tn
Ho ..t ttf'r's Stomach Bitters- ti.en 1o!lnw Hgi!T>1V t.-d dhu,r<h-r of t11e ~toma., h an l lJ w 1"1
dull pains benea~h the :owrr ri,:rhtrib.:; n use~
""d headacllP. A prompt use or this invaluo blP specificis 11lwa,·sdt'Si ab e.n~ ma.tter
wh: t the s a~on. 'Gpon the livt-1· it exerts aIJ
l11flu nets <lir •<:t y heneficial.
The hifo~ the
obstruction
to itR fl.ow be·n.; relieved by the
relaxation
of tlle bow~ i=-:,reLuIl-j to ,ts na,t,ural

channel and the p0rtion or it which has
101ced

'its

WA..Vinto

a.nrl

contaminated

1

be

l Jr o l is expelled.
The stomach a~.;;.oref-nmee!
rented twenty acres at Hs
digestive
fun<;tion,
Rhe;in:aL1sm.
ff',·er
, $45 per acre, at auction, and that the nnd agne and kidney 1rouLl....-s u1so succumb
10 the Bitt<e...cr.:....8·
____
_
i man who rented it calculated that the
A (!nick Recovery.
f crop would pay the rent and
he would
It gives us great pica.sure to s1 ate that the
merchnnt who was reported t,, be at the point
have the straw for hi&profits.
"Straw,"
death from an at.tack of Pn,umonia, has
I said this man, "is worth from $5 to ef
entirely recovered by the use or Du. ,v~,.
$10 a ton here, and that will enable HALL'SBAC.SAM
FOR '£HE LUNGS.Naturally he
feels grateful for tho banefits derived from
him to make something off the investusing\his remedy tor the lungs and throat; and
ment."
in giving publicity to this statement we are
This gentleman remarked upon the in- ·ctuated by motives of publ!c benefaction,
trusting that others mn.y be benefited in a
jury which Ireland
would
receive similar man::.::n:.:.er:.:.·
_____
_
through the shipping into England of
A Hard Fate
A~11tralian meat. Said be: "I saw A.~1s- it is indeed, to always re.maln in po\"erty and
obscurity; be enterprising, reader, and 1tvoid
tralinn mutton selling in London for this. No matter m what part y,rn are located,
five cents a pound, and I understand
~.;\~~~~~\ ';!~t,:\v~0f1~;'¥1~1\t
p~r8~;;1
that you can do and liYe at home, >it a
I that a ship lately arrived with a cargo work
profit of at least S5 to $25 and upwards dail v.
of 60, 000 frozen sheep. These sheep Some have earned over $;",0 in a, day. A,l is
new. Capital no: required. Yo 1 are started
I nrc killed in .Australia, and arc carried
free. Either aeL All ages. Better not delay,
to England in refrigerators.
Australia
The fa.i:mers, in their S\\ramps. we're sure,
. Could find the roots i;.':;ndplants that cure;
is the great sheep country of the world,
e!~1~~i;ck~~~;:,
and it has about eighteen sheep to every If bto~hj~~tklh~wJfs~~:;
Take courage now and "Swamp-Root" tryinhabitant.
A:meric_iibas less than . one
(for kidney, liver and bladder complaints),
AB
on
this
remedy
you
can rely.
sheep to each mhnb1tant.
If ~mencan
meat has hurt Ireland, Australian meat
Ask your shoe and hard ware dealers for
will do it greater damage."
Lyon's Heel Stiffener8. They keep bootti and
shoes strai:.c.e_h....:t.
______
_
Mr. J. Howard J&mes, manager Stuckert'e
Plso's remedy for Catarrh is agreeable to use.
Livery, 619 N. oth street, Philadelphia, Pa., It is not a liquid or snuff. 60c.
says: After try!n" all other remedies without
relief, for a heavy cold on the chest, accom·
panied by a severe cough, I Wied Red Star
~~~~~;re, and 1na very short time was ex.-

ri~·~:~it

Marriage is ~aid to be a serious matter
even 10 Europe, but here in Morocco the
courage of t4e ladies, Arab or Jewess,
who embark in it, is worthy of all admiration.
..Esthetically, the taste of the
country leans (if the context permits of
such a verb) toward ebonpoint; consiquently a process, closely analogous to
that
practised ~pon
turkeys before
Christmas time, has to be gone through
by a bride-elect conscious of insufficient
amplitude of charms. I do not kuow
that there is any point, if again such a
word is applicable on such a subject, at
which adiporn tissue ceases to be admirable -fat, fatter and fattest seems but
synonymous with fair, fairer and fairest;
A stalk of corn,twcnty feet hig-hand bearing
1
and so ladies of a very positive stoutt1!.~!e~~:;, ~:!~'.tk"ne~\nrt"~~clU~fi;~:~o~~
ness seek, by swallowing enormous quanSt. Jacobs 011 ls pronounced a most extraortities of pellets of kneaded bread, to atdinary cure for rheumatism bv Hon. Jamef
tain comparative and even superlative
'larlan, ex-Vice Chancellor, Louisville, Ky.
desiral:>leness. It is extraordinary, I am
A turpentine farm is one or the curiosities
told, how mnch ladies burning with the
~~e~~~~h·,?~ho~e:~,t'in°a°utht~ i~f c~rE!
HE A
fhst run is.clear as oil, ~nd ttfter being dipped
laudable desire to plea.,e their future
Fashion
Notes,
outwithapacldleitis
distilled, and the hard
'·
Cnres Brights' Disease,catarrh
husbands ca11manage to cram in this
of the Bladdcr;:Torpid Liver. It
Bonnet strino-s are from two to three res n is left white and-,eh~aras glass.
O
dissQ~ves_
Gri:11-Stonesand GraveL
way, and fith excellent effect; for they • h
•d
II
We Appeal ta Experience.
me es WI e.
For a long time we steadily refused to pull
,, SYMP!'OMS
a.nd.CONDITIONS
become beautifully broad and doughy.
H of Urine for which thla Remedy
Beaded velvet bonnets are worn with llsh testimonials, believini: that, in the,opinio11
lihould be taken,
dressy frocks.
of the public generally, the great ~j?rity
Queen Victoria and Ovals,
Scalding
Stoppage
Blood-tinged
were manufactured to order by unprmc1pled
Diabetic Albnmen Brick-dust
Queen Victoria has· ma.de, the opal
Breasts of bir~s form the entire sides parties as a me!l,nsof disposing of their worth~~~~~f ~t~~~
fashi~nable again. All the gifts· of jewel- of some fancy capotes.
less preparations.
Boneache Nervous Redish-dark
Uric-acid Settl!nga Cata=hache
ry that she bas bestowed among her
Applique g'al~oons trim many handsome •te!~ii::~h:~::a~
bt:; 0c::~ to a c~rtain ex.
friends for the past year have been opals. cloth and wool dresses.
~~~
At last, several years ago, we came to the
IT IS A. SPECIFIC.
Sometimes they have been set alone,
Bon-y do .. t:o•• to t/o, .,..,.
Very small pokes are worn by young :::~~:io:is~~!i:::Y
bi~:~!€,:~!~::n
:~
sometimes set with diamonds; but in
Relleve•
and
Cures internal Slime-fever
women, married or sin•gle.
\ bona fide testimonials, and determined to uRe Canker,Dyspepsia,
Anrem!a,Malaria, Fever
every instance they have been there.
6
and Ague,Neuralgia,Rheumatlsm. Enlarge'l'wo
~ets
of
strings
are
seen
again
on
:e~v;frt~=~~e~
!:~ui°;at:
ment of the Prostate Gland, Sexual Weak0
The queen has always had a penchant
sion.
~,~Vfies,Scrofula,
for these alleged unlucky stones.
She bonnets, one wide, the other narrow.
1
Salt-Rheum, ~yphilis, Pimples,
Plain velvet hats and bonnets are con- po\~i%f!~~li.~·~:_gil'a:~1~!g~hi:li;~~
ro~~ Erysipelas..,_
has insisted that they brought no more
Blotches, !'·ever-sores,and Cancer-taints.
1
01
0
ffloi~ It i:i:s~p Q':ite~ '!~!'!fo~ 1c1f.f~!~!.er.
bad luck to those.wearing
them than sidcred correct wear with dressy tailor !i~ini~e~i ~~ ~\~n~~~Pt,?~[~fi!~
.,..- •.rellyour neighbors all about it. •
smaller space than they would otherwise
any other jewels, and she has long tried suits.
11
PRICE 25c, $1.00-6
bottles $5.00.
All sorts of novel bows are used to ~~"a.~f;o~f~gt~!':':;a~~n~~itt!\~~1!~:.'·ating
to allay that superstition.
Her rather
ar-PreJ~ria..~~~: w.1¥'.e'i'f_
R'.T.nse.ry,
profuse distribution
of these stones form the high bonnet trimmings of this wi:: af;r~!~t ~~:~i~t~ 1~[L~~~e~~~~~J'In1XUid8r:;G-uide to HeaUh (Sent Jilree.)
~fi-hath:-'°;!~~le~avi~gtrue merit finds favor
1
among her friends, it ls said, had for its season.
xitii
PJ)n'WGG:is:;'s.
Circular cloaks are revived in London.
'l'he original of every testimonial published
WWZ!ZA811111
object the doing away with the rnperstiThey arc made of materials of neutral. ~i~~ ,';uY~!~e
~!f:k!~ti~!ft~~r~i:
tion altogether.
tints lined with some bright color.
;r!!~L~nth~;!;:e~~vfhe~~f~.~~l,.!~~ facts are
The queen's own jeweler naturally
The frocks of girls of thirteen and up- 1~~~,;\tt~.
riru~1bif ~~rif~i.;~~;etoi~'!,\\~nni:
took the hint, nncl the other jewelers,
0
who were not the queea's own, but who ward are simnly modified duplicates ~f,~;~t~
~~~t),si~'~~;~:~inti'~!tthin~
parties whose names ar~ signed to our testiwere more than willing to be, were not of the dresses cf their older sisters.
monials, and ask them if we have made any
slow in preceiving that there was a ready
Black woo. el beads, seguins, and '
:iti~,f!.
a111tl~~~e}n;~viJ~1~
<;;;
galloons and have not ·published their letters as nearh ver•
sale for the very gems t!rnt had been other pendants adorn
heretofore looked upon ,yith suspicion. edging braids used on mourning dress• batim as P~!~~~~spectfully,
So they made up into rings, pins, and es.
Proprietor Piso's Cure~0?601!;!1~lt~1NE
Emi:>roidery is in great favor and is
and Pisa's Remedy for Catarrh.
in o.thcr ways all they hacl in stock, and
sent out for more.
Tbus it wasn't very seen upon mantles aud rec1ingotes as well I en1Y;s;pi~!nc~t~d~;,:it~e~,e:~!.\~~g:°€; ~ui~
long before every blooded English lady as upon plastrons, vests, sleeves anrl hsh it:
DAYTON,
Ohio, Jan. l2, 1886.
You may add my testimony as to the merit!
and gentleman who wore jewelry at all belts.
0
Cloth dresses are trimmecl with narrow ~!vr;: ~~ld
;~~l'~~-;~~°f/l~i~~ettl!d~r:'?n~
sported many and beautiful opa1s.-.N. Y.
1
WANTED
f'or
silk braid, forming vertical stripes upon ' ~~1m;,1
?i,~dm~ou~~~t~;,"rd
t~~dd:i~;eai~ BOOK AGENTS
Sun.
tablicr, bodice and sleeves, terminating ~~~iiio}, ~~td;~~t~l:ii~~rJsi•; t~~rt;,"er
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A.\.ssui·ance

Society.

There is a society supported in Denmark which is wholly unique of its
kind, different from all associations
founded in other countries. It is known
as the :Maiden Assurance Society. Its
purpose is to provide for a class which in
other countries is largely thrown upon its
own resources, when not provided
against want by the inheritance of prope.ity-single women of weE-to-clo families. It shelters and cures for them re•
lieving all their pressing necessities, and
providing each with a, small allowance
for spending money. Its methods are
thus described:
As soon as a girl child is boru to him
the father enrolls her name in n certain
association and pays a certain sum, and
thereafter a fixed sum to the society;
When she has reached the age of-we
belicv.e -21, and is not married, she becomes entitled to a fixed income and to
a suite of apartments in a large building
of the association, with gardens and
park about ft, inhabi 1 ed by other young
or older ladies who have thus become
members.
If her father dies in her youtl.:.,and she
desires it, she has shelter in this building, and at a fixed time her own income.
When she dies or marries, all this right
to iu'come lapses, and the money paid in
swells the endowment of the association.
Her father may pay for twenty years,
and then her marriage cuts off all advantage of the insurance.
But this very
change must enable the company to
charge lower annual prem~ums, and make

in loops.
. ,
.
C~ndor ye:low, _merma1cls pmk, and
glycmc or liquonce purple are the
. three latest colors on the palette of
fashion.
Fur is to occupy a leading place as an
accessory to home and street costumes,
an cl will be largely employed upon manties and redingotes.
A novel arrano-ement in the bodices of
polonaises are sirplice folds on the left
sicle, crossed by a full jabot on the right
side which terminates in a bow on the
left' hip, keeping the front drapery in
place.
The Princess ·of iValcs' fancy for l>lue
and ·white has given rise to the present
fashion for trimming b~ue cloth dresses
,vith the Austrian mihtary cloth, White
cloth vests and cuffs will be worn with
these dresses throughout the winter.

Slack Times.
The lawyers comphlin of s11,ck business the miners of slack water, the mercha~ts of slack trade and the saioon men
of slack thirst; in fact, there is a general
sl~kness visible all around. But the
moon shines bright, and the soughing
boughs of the trees bend to catch the
whispered accents of the old, old story,
the white tombs listen silently to tales of
love, while the lumber piles lie still and
hear with painful weariness the continued smack smackness that splits the
moonlit air like the target practice of a
rifle company. Life has some sweets
even in dull times.---Placei·ville (Cal.)
O!osarver.
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or LIVING TRUTHS FOR HEAD AND HEART,

~1~rh1
c~~\~ofo)~:;,~Ja.o;tb!,'.;;s
';{;: b~1UE;e1J'i~ By John B. Gough.,
cine I ever used; aud that is saying agreatdeal.
His last and crowning life work, brim full of thrillintt" Inter,..
!~~i1~~r ~ndn~eii~:~.~y;·lfcll~:~g~~;·,if,~r:it
1r! iidl/~Jld~
~toiitha!; us,;,~;t le;~;-~1
~1~~;,
t~!~~~t\!~t~
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Pis~•• Cure f~r Consumption has never failed
, to give rellefrn my famf_Yj_GRUBB,
37
SoringfieldSt.1
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obstinate

cases or dyspepsia.

haYebeentroubled with dyspepsia. I had but
1
~:~•::P1~~~:~0:~~ ~:":,; :~~r :~~e: :~:!s;~ ::;;
"I

experience a falntness or tired. all-gone reeling, as
though I had not ea.ten anything.
Hood "s Sarsapa,.
rilla did me an immense amount or good. It gave
mean appetite, and my fool relished and satisfied
the crn v lng I had previously experienced.
It re•
Uev~d me of that !alnt, tired, all-gone reeling. I
have felt. so much better since I took Hood's Sarsa,..
parflla, that 1 am happy to recommend it."-0. APAOF.,,V'atertowu. Mac;s.
N. B.-Be hurc to get only

FRAZER
AXLE
GREASE

BEST IN THE WORLD
,..- Get the Oenntne.

Sold F.verywber&

THURSTON'S!~m
TOOTH
POWDER
Perfect
yt;:'u""}~;
AFASCINATINGCURIOSITY:'d
.AddressC.
Keeplna-

Teeth

and Guma HealtllJ'o
11

10 c~nfF- In stamps or silver.
H • WLEY,
:-nlem,

fend

for one .

N. Y.
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THE HOUSEKEEPER.
DECORA'l'IONS.
-~UGS.

•

Cut rags
of a urnform width and crochet
.
.
them with a large wooden hook, either
square or round; if the former, widen at
each corner by putting two stitches in one.
Use the single crochet stitch.
Finish the
edge with a scallop of one single crochet,
two double crochet, one single crochet.
A very pretty rng is made of coffee sacking worked with some cross-stitch pattern
taken from a magazine, or you can buy a
little book of patterns for ten cents. \York
with bright worsteds, or take old stockings,
color the desired shades, ravel, and work
with that. Line with old carpeting or
something heavy.
Another:
Buy a piece of Brussels carpet (a remnant) the desired size. Buy also a piece of stair carpeting. cut this in
strips the width you wish your fringe.ravel one edge to within about one-quarter
inch of the other side. Baste this around
the rug and sew in a seam on wrong side,
then turn the fringe over, baste, and sew
again.
That will make it lay flat. If a
person has a machine this is very easil_v
done. Or instead of fringe of that kind
you may knit a fringe of any bright worsteds, half-worn yarns, etc., in this manner:
Knit a strip as wide as you wish your
fringe and long enough to reach around
your rug in the old-fashioned garter stitch.
After it is finished, cut one edge and ravel,
leaving just edge enough to sew on rug.
I have seen them finished with pieces cut
out of old coats and pants in any desired
~hape, pinked around the edge and sewed
on with machine, either one or two rows.
A friend of mine has even the rug in two
stripes, but you would not notice it unless
a close observer.
A BEAUTIFUL

RUG.

Get remnants of tapeS t ry brussels, ravel
out and cut in leng th s of fifteen inches
(when straight).
Get some colored carpet
warp; use this as the fou nd ation i knit in
the old-fashioned garkr st itch wi th fifteen
stitches.
After setting up th e st itches,
turn, knit the firSt st itch, lay a raveling
between the st itches (having it th e same
length on both sides), knit th e seco nd

•

C

t.

stitch, then take the end which is back of
the work a nd bring it over on th e same
side with th e o th er e nd i now lay on ano th _
er raveling a nd treat th e same as firSt one.
Do this with every st itch. \Vhen knitting
back on opposite side, knit first stitch,then
put your needle under the raveling which
forms a loop on wrong side, pull it up
over the needle and !.:nit it with the stitch
the same as one stitch; this holds it in
place. Knit five rows across plain, sixth
row treat as the first, five more rows,sixth
row like the firSt , etc. Make th is row as
long as you wish your rug. Bi n ct off a nd
make a second, and so on until your rug
is as wide as you wish. Five rows make
a nice wictth • Sew th e ro\\·s toge th er over
and over on wrong side. Line wi th some
dark material.
You can buy a fringe for
the ends or not as you choose. If you get
any it should be black such as you put on
rugs, which you can find at mo, t carpet
stores. This makes a very handsome rug
and well repays you for your trouble.
LAMBRE'l_UINS.
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As in table scarfs, lambrequins
are in
nearly every variety imaginable.
I will
give a few in both rich and cheap material
so all may have one. The first I shall describe is about as rich as any I ever saw.
The shelf was about nine inches wide and
about one yard long. The top of shelf is
covered also. It is made of wine plush,
very rich in color.
A piece of sateen
about nine inches wide extends down the
c.:enter. This is embroidered
with birds
and grasses.
On the bottom it is finished
with fancy balls resembling acorns; first
one is three acorns joined, the next one
large acorn. This piece is olive green.
The plush is finished with a deep shaded
fringe. Thus you will see the piece in
center looks shorter than outside, which
i, a pretty contrast.
Another is tea-green
felt with a row of embroidered grasses and
cat-tails, finished with fringe.
Another of
dark red felt with three rows of ribbon,
pink, blue and old gold, drawn through
slits cut in the felt so they will look like
alternate blocks; finish with fringe. The,e
may be simulated in double-faced canton
flannel, or a band of cretonne may be put
on edge with fancy stitches.
~1itea pretty one for dining-room
is scarlet canton
flannel slashed up at bottom to make fringe
and a row of black velvet cat-stitched on,
or brown canton flannel with cretonne figures appliqued.
I saw one the other day
with a sunflower on each end and a rose
and bud in center \\·hich was very neat.
Seine twine makes beautiful lambrequins
and is very popular.
H.\XD-PAIXTED

BI;TTER

all colors and shapes tacked under brackets and pictures set a room off nicely.
Take a medium-sized rolling pin, cover
the roller with velvet, gild the handles,
bur some fancy hooks and screw on the
roiler; suspend this above the washstand
t o h ang your b u tt on- 1100k , crlove - hook ,
0
flesh-brush, brush-broom, etc., on.

I

A VERY

BEAUTIFUL

LAMP

SCREEN

I saw was made of black velvet on one side
and blue satin on the other.
On the blue
satin was painted a bunch of pansies, on
the other side roses and buds, the latter
done in Kensington
painting.
This was
hung on a brass standard.
Brass crescents
hung from the bottom.
AUTUMX

LEAVES.

Arrange them in clusters o,·er pictures,
under bracketts, around placques, and over
curtains.
Have a man saw out some pieces
about two and one-half inches in center
and slope each way, and as long as the
window i • \\·ide. Fasten these to the top
of window frame, tack the curtains on this,
arrange your leaves and ferns on a strip of
cloth and paste or sew them on; then tack
this over the curtain.
They look very
handsome.
In putting up leaves, tack a
few on and tack the others in around these,
intermingling
ferns and fleecy grasses
which stand out from the wall.
BCFFALO

HORXS

Suspend from ceiling with three cords
in front of window, and fill with grasses
and e,·erlastings;
or hang on wall or in
corner as a horn of plenty.
You can decorate these with painting if you choose.
Cover the top edge with gilt paper, velvet
or canton flannel about one inch deep to
cover the edge.
TABLE

SCARFS.

Table scarfs are of such endless variety
that I will describe a few of those seen
among my friends which may give the sisters some new ideas.
The width and
length I will leave to the friends. as they
vary according to the table, whether large
or small. The first is of olive green felt,
lined with old gold cam bric; a band of garnet plush five inches wide and nine inches
long from each end is put on with fancv
stitches in gold-colored silk; in the cent;r
is a large crazy, patch.
The ends are finished with fancv tassels in a vatiety of colors. Another
is of wine-colored
plush
trimmed with a band of Turkish velours
on each end and tassels to match the <lifferent colors in the trimming; this is very
handsome and too expensive for most of
us poor mortals.
But another is winecolored felt with a triangle of crazy patchwork on each end, caught down with fancy stitches, and a band of black velvet below that, with fancy stitches on each edge
and no fringe.
Another is oli,·e green
felt with a straight row of flowers, grasses
and leaves embroidered with silk and crewels; the fringe is the felt itself slashed up
about four inches, each slash abont a quarte1· of on inch wide. Another of felt has
a bunch of pansies on one end and goldenrod on the other, embroidered
with silks
in Kensington
stitch, and finished with
fancy balls. I might describe several more
that are nearly the same. One, however,
which I have just thought of, is of sateen,
a rich and heavy material.
This was trimmed with a row of pinks in the Kensing-

This is the title of a new and valuab!e
book on poultry raising for profit. 1:hts
book answers in advance _every poss1_ble
question in respec_t to ~eepmg a~d caring
tor poultry, and gives ll! the pl~mest possible manner all needed mstruct10ns to enable beo-inners or old hands to carry on
the bu iness successfully, and make money. H you desire to know how to ~nake
hens lay the year round; how to fatten
market poultry quickly; how to dre_ss and
ship poultry and sell eggs_ to. obtain ~he
highest prices; how to build mexpens1ve
hen houses and yards: how to d1sco,·er,
prevent and cure all dis~ases <?f poultry;
how to select and obtarn choice breeds,
and how men and women of long expenence in the business make money, then
send at once for a copy of The Farmers'
Poultry Raising Guide. published by I. S.
Johnson & Co., ~2 Custom llou~e St.,
Boston,Mass.
Pnce25cents.
Th1sbook
is protusely illustrated with engravings of
model poultry houses and runs, also many
of the best breeds of hens, ducks, turkeys
and geese. This work presents a matter
of supreme impo1·tance to e,·erybody, but
especially to women, children and invalids,
for their is probably no way by which a
small but constant cash income can be seemed with so little effort as by keeping
and caring for hens. From now until next
~Iarch the price of eggs will advance higher and hill"her each month.
Do not, therefore, delay, but send at once and get a copy
of this valuable book. During the season
of high prices the hens should be kept
busy. For 6o cts. in stamps Johnson &
Co. will send post paid a copy of The
Farmers' Poultry Raising Guide and two
25 ct. packs of Sheridan's Powder to make
hens lay, or they will send a 2 1-4 pound
tin can of Powder at regular rate ($1.20)
and a copy of the Guideji·ee.

BUCKFIELD.
UI2if'General Stock of Dry Goods, Groceries, Paints, Oils,
Paper Hangings, Carpetings, Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.

Complete
Assortm
Of Everything

:llay be increased, the Digestive organs
strengthened, and the bowels regulated,
by taking Ayer's Pills. These Pills are
purely vegetable in their composition.
They contain neither calomel nor any
other dangerous drug, and may be taken
with perfect safety by persons of all ages.
I was a great _sufferer from Dyspepsia
and Constipation.
I had no appetite,
and was constantly afliicted with Headache and Dizziness.
I consulted our
family doctor, who prescribed for me, at
Yarious times, without affording more
than temporary relief. I finally commenced takmg Ayer's Pills. In a short
time my digestion and appetite

£6;J~~•

HEADQUARTERS

Ayer's

FOR

FURNITURE
& HOLIDAY
Cooos
--AT--

Where you will find the greatest variety of goods suitable for Christmass. New Year
Birthday and \Vedding Presents, to be found in any one Store in the State, and
at Prices as Low as can be found in or out of the State, consisting in part of
Parlor, Dining and Chamber Suits; Rocking, Reclining, Smoking, Office and Children's Chairs in various styles; Extension, Marble Top, Library and other fa~hionable '!'ables; )Iusic RackR, Brackets, \Vall Pockets, Slipper Cases, Bouquet and
Bible Stands; Sled$, Carts, Rockin~ Horses, Vases, Smoking Sets, 11ustache Cups,
Ink Stands, Work Baskets, Dolls, Stereoscopes and Views, Picture Books, Games,
·work Boxes, Pictnre Frames, Chromos and Oil Paintings, Mirrors of all kinds,
Hair Brushes, Boy's Tool Chests, Albums, Pianos, Tea Sets, View Holders, Harps,
Spool Stands, Toys of every Description.
--GREAT

+:.

AND

10

O~--

BARGAINS

{;ENT

{;OUNTERS?+

• •A choice lot of Chromos, in Nice Frames, 22 x 30, $1.50.
Frames made to order, cheaper than the cheapest!

REMEMBER

Picture

THE PLACE AT

Falls,Me.
D.B.PERRY'S
NewStore, Mechanic

WINTE;R IS COMINC

BY USING
three boxes of Ayer's Pills, and at the
same time dieting myself, I was completely cured. My digestive organs are
now in good order, and I am in perfect
health. -P. Lockwood, Topeka, Kans.
Ayer's Pills have benefited me wonderfully. For months I suffered from Indigestion and Headache, was restless at
night, and had a bad taste in my mouth
every morning.
After taking one box
of Ayer's Pills, all these troubles ,lisappeared, my food digested well, and
my sleep was refreshing.-Henry
C.
Hernmenway, Rockport, Mass.
I was <'ured of the Piles by the use of
Ayer's Pills. They not only relieved me
of that painful disorder, but give me increased vigor, and restored my health. John Lazarus, St. John, N. B.
•

at a Country Store.

,v e buy for Cash by the car-load, save freights and profits
which enables us to sell closer to eost than others, and to Cash
patrons Will Sell as Lo,v as Any lllan {;an.

IMPROVED
my bowels were regulated, and, by the
time I finished two boxes of these Pills
my tendency to headaches had disap11
l\f~~g~~.aw11~I~;fo!~<b';{
•I was troubled, for over a year, with
Loss of Appetite, and General Debility.
I co=enced
taking Ayer's Pills, and,
before finishin~ half a box of this medicine, my appettt.e and strength were restored. - C. 0. Clark, Danbury, Conn.
Ayer's Pills are the best medicine
known to me for reiulat.ing the bowels,
and for all diseases caused b1•a disordered
Stomach and Li\·er. I suffered for over
three yea1:s wi_th Headache, Indigestion,
and Const1pat10n. I had no appetite, and
was weak and nervous most of the time.

,vanted

Pay Cash & Buy Cheap

The Appetite

ton stitch, with shaded silks, and finished
with fancy balls.
For a cheap material,
double-faced canton flannel makes very
. pretty scarfs. One I saw was wine-colored
with a triangle of old gold color on one
end, p,ut on with silk in far.cy stitches,and
Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mase,
Sold by all Druggists and J?ealers In Medicine.
on this was a rose and bud with leaves cut
from cr~tonne and buttonhole-stitched
around or appliqued.
On the other end a
band five inches wide of the old gold wer.it
diagonally across.
Both ends were finished with a simple fringe shaded.
This was
really handsome.
Seine twine is also used
-ANDwith r:bbons drawn through; but e,·en if
you get cheap ribbon they are p1·etty expensiYe, and hardly pay, as they get soiled so quickly.
To give the ladies an idea
of the price of different materials I will
quote from a firm in Minneapolis:
felt,
$1.50 per yard; plush, $3.50; canton flannel, double-faced, 25 cents.
Felt is two
yards wide. sateen fifty-four inches, canton
flannel thirty-six inches; fringe from ten
--o-cents to one dollar and fifty cents per yard.
You
are
cordially
invited to inspect my
Turkish ,·elours is a heavy, rich material
stock, which you will find larger and
woven in oriental designs of many colors.
more co:11plete than ever befo1·e.
In New York it is two dollars per yard,
from eight to ten inches wide.-~Irs.
Turner, in Housekeeper.
BLUE STORE, UP STAIRS, CANTON,

And there is no reason why you should not buy

At E. F. GOULD & Co's.
The Royal •B Atlantic, Modern Atlantic, and Mikado
ranges, the Popular Cook stove, and the Dining Room Companion. For parlor wood Atoves we have the Sunshine and
Elmwood and Radiant; also the ''Sparkle'' Coal Stove.

FARMING TOOLS.

Pills,

The Yankee Plow-the best in Oxford County, Shovels
Spades, Hoes, Manure Forks, etc.
Also Glass Ware, Fruit Jars, Flower Pots, Hanofog
Lamps, Pumps, Sinks, Lead Pipe, Paints and Oils, Carpenter's
Snpplies, Table and Pocket Cutlery.
Tin and Sheet Iron
work done to order. Prices to suit the times.
•

WINTER
MILLINERY

FANCY
GOODS
! E. F. GOULD
& CO.,CANTON,
ME.

A. C. Bicknell,

Skin diseases cannot be successfully
treated by external
applications.
The
proper way to cure such complaints is to
purify 1he blood with Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
Is the only publication in Maine devoted
Under the vitalizing influences of this entirel_y to Be~-Culture.
It is a monthly,
medicine all the functions of the body are full of mterestmg and instructive reading.
brought into healthy action.
The•~ubscriptio11 price is only _:;o cent,; a
year 111advance.
Sample copies free. AdPrices of Flour reduced 25 cts. per bbl. dress JOURNAL, Thomaston, Me. 3m36
at II. lI. Ilurbank's.

L~1ca~ & 13i~~"'.P wishes to info.rm the public that they are prepared to furnish
anytlnng Ill _the11·lrne_at Boston pnces, as they exchanges
goods manufactnred
by
them~elves fo1· goods 111 the Watch and Jewelry line. which enables them to rr'
better prices than ever. Just cousider some of our prices.
,,,we
. ~~e will sell :~m. ~llery lljewe_llet) key winding Watches, 3-ounce silver case,
fo1 $~2.00 •. , B1 o;td\".,lY 7 Jewelled '.n ~1lv~r c_ase, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.50. No7 Elgrn: 7 J< wels, rn n~ckel case for $6.o0, rn silver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elofo
in '!ounce s!lver case for $~2.00.
R<?ckford, Hampden,
and Illinois Watch Co 's ~t
proport10nat.ely l_ow P!ICes;
Kmghts of Labor Pins from 35 cents to $2 00 • \Vf'
also have a tine lrne ot Kmves, Forks and Spoons at the following prices=·
•

TheMaineBee-Journal,

L.\DLES

tied with ribbon around handle and suspended on wall, also little dust pans. fire
shovels and anything else to be or look
odd are all the rage now. Large easels
made from cat-tails tied with ribbo,f are
very pretty.
Also three cat-tails crossed
and tied with ribbon fastened to the wall
arc very pretty.
Large and small fans of

-----------------

"'l'heFarmers'PoultryRaisingGuide."

19 lbs. ::--ice Brown
H. II. Burbank's.

Sugar

for $1.oo·at

Two Nice Presents

.~iven away.
S~nd 25 cts. and get an illustrated
monthly magazrnc one year. 20 to 35 illustrations

KNIVES-Rogers'
Plate Co .. $2.50.
Co .. ~~~-KS-Rogers'

Sheffield

A I, $6.00; Wallace Brothers',

"2 00. St d d
, '" • , • an ar

$,LOO; Standard

Silver

c-•1
.::,I ver

Plate

SPOO~S-'l'ea.
!);3.00 per dozen; Desert, $1.00 per pair; Table, $1.15 per pair.
M=;somc. Od~I Fellow, and all other emblems at low prices for cash
We have
ful hne olf_prnlms, Charms, Bar pins, Pins and Drops either in IJlat; Cl"ll}e J'et
s t oue or so Ju go d.
'
' '
' ,'
. Anything we do n~t ?avc_in stoc½ we can furnish at short notice.

1
~~~i\t~u1~i;~:y t i~~Fme
I had spells of neuralgia and suffered so b:~~~-m:i1:;~~-bc~~!~~t~!fi:~f
that many times J have wished death ~:~r1i·asl~ ;~i~~~e J~;ec~~f!t:fi\~tn
J~ncl~~~c~1~ 1 :~~:~~
would enct' my agony.
I employed doctors for Clrcular to agent;;. Send SJlver or postal note
THE MoNTTlLY Gr,01m, POOLE BROS., Pubbut could get no benefit from them. Since for
lishers, Mechanic Falls, ~re.
taking Athlophoros I have had onlv two
spells in over a year.
Mrs. C. N. Paige,
Boltonville, Vt.

"i~~

Best. $4.00; 2d $3.50.
'

Watch Repazrmg zn all zts branches, also Sewing Jlfaclune and
k£odels built at short ?zotice, and all kinds small JVIachine
fiVork done tn a workmanlike
manner.

Lucas & Bishop,

Opposite the Dept,

Canton, Me.

•

SHERIDAN'S
\

A kind look is reflected along the ages.
\\'e remember the smiles and loving looks
Odd Fellm,·ship
ought to grow. The of dear ones made doubly so now because
kinship of the human race-ho\\· be:tutiful they have departed this life, and maj be
a thought!
\Vithout mutual aid the race their angel spirits smile on us as we jourwould perish.
Think of 1l. Throughout
ney on through sorrows and trials here.
life you arl! dcpendc:nt upon your fellow- May be this life would be darker if it were
*
•
•
not so .
man.
God knows why our dear ones are taken
\Vho can tin: without a friend? When
.,·ou h:n·e no rnoncy and no ho1ne, ,vhcrc, from us even when we seem lo need them
Brothers will _you find food and shelter? most, and when it seems to be the hardest
Condition
\\'hen low with fever, the tongue parched, time for them to leave us, and were it not
the brain wandering, who will give you for the trnth that "God doeth all things
water, bathe your throbbing temples, and well" we could not be reconciled to the
\Vhcn
watch onr you lest you die? See the old dispensations of Jiis providence.
man. The frosts of seventy winters ha Ye these jewels are taken from us is it not to
IR ab~olutely
pure and hillthly concentrated.
One
ouncP is ,vorth a 11onnd of any other
kind.
lt is
whitened his head; his eye is dim; his show us from whence comes all our gifts.
Fotri<'tlY a 1nedicine
to bP gi, en with
food.
Nothing
on earth will make henR Jay likP it. It cures chick·
limbs tremble; reason and memory fail; Is it not to teach u, that '·every good and
en (•holera. an,1 all di~eRF-Pt,1,of hens.
Is ""'oTth it&
weight
In gol<I.
Illustrated
book by mall rr .. e.
he is an infant again.
Ile goes down the every perfect gift comt!S from our lleaven·
Sold everywhere,
or sent by mail for 25 cents in
stnmps.
2 1-4 lb, air-tight
tin cans, 81,00: by ..nail,
valley of the shadow of death. \Vho shall ly Father!" and if they are set to shine in
81.20,
Six cans by express, prepaid, for 85,00,
lead him and comfort his weary soul? Who heaven is it not to attract us there? 0 ve DR. I, S. JOHNSON &: CO,, Boston, Mass.
lay his body gently and reYerently in the "·ho weep o'er the gra1·es of loved ones ;e.
1
grave, and sod it OYer with green grass? member that they have left a life of sad- -----WONDERFUL
So with us all. A man alone in the world, ness al best for a home of peace and rest
without a human being who cares whether and you who do not value kind, to,·ing
ECONOi.UY
IS '\VEA.L'l'll,
he live or die! Not a hand to touch. nor friends, remember that when thev are tak·
AH the PATTER'NS vou wish to u~e <luring the
a voice to hear, nor a smile to receive! en from you, you will then re;lize how
year for nothing {a l:'nvillg of from $3.00 to $4.00) hy
subscribing for
Human affections forever sealed to him; great the loss. God pity those who have
Love begets loYe and '·kind·
no fireside; no home\\ ith father, mother, no friends.
brnthers, sisters; no little children; no ness makes friends. "-E.,.
son to be proud of; no daughters to caress;
HOWTOMAKE:
SCANDAL.
no "good night," no "good morning."
JHu~ra.ted
Who could bear it? The sun could not
Take
a
grain
of
falsehood,
a handful of
warm such a man. The brightest day and
ffionthllf
run:ibout, the same amount of nimble
the greenest fields could not gi1·e him
tongue, a ;,prig of the herb back-bite, a tea·
With Twelve Orders for Cut Paper Patterns of
pleasure.
Better chain him on a rock in
your own selection and of any size.
spoonful of don't-you-tell-it, six drops ma!·
mid-ocean and leave him to the vultures,
ice, and a few clrachms of envy, add a little
:
BOTH
PUBLICA_!.~~~S,
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pupils are glad to learn, and are singu- • have to be renewed 'l'every fifteen years.
gatherer permitted to pluck the fruit. It upon
"D that
, throne of necessity-a chair.
You can count every tick of the little larly persistent in tryiug. But, after all, \1 A. potato and carrot firmly grown to- 1
swing its tempting }·ellow among the
on t sr.rcam, Aunt Pennifeather, I clock with the class in full session while there is something pathetic in their ' gcther, so that it is impossible to tell
the end secure,
but it
dark green le:ives and long, steely thorns have
a~ a mouse.
I believe
it'sisn't as
rat.plump
I'll you stand waiting in the hallway.
struggles to talk a langnage that has no I where the potato begins and t h e carro t' •
high among the tops and low among the take him to the window and IIshake him
In this silent house deaf mutes are meaning for their ears.-New Yorlc World. ends: is one of the vegetable freaks ex-\
1 hibited by a St. Joseph County,
bending boughs.
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day after day, and from 9 in the morn- Palais de l'Industrie of Paris, there is
A Shelbyville (Ill.) family o-:vne~ a cat
branches <1lready symptomatic of another
But the thing wouldn't shake out; and ing till late in the afternoon struggle exhibited a machine for registering which is fond of music. ~t w1~l sit andl
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year.
as the children were now aroused, with those simple sounds that most of us votes, which will, it is said, be shortly smile by the hour _while hstem.ng to the
The fruit must be "stem-cut."
An scurrying
round
in their night- le~rn un_conscious1y in _our babyhood. installed in the French Chamber of Dep- piano. Whenever 1t finds the piano open,
adroit expert learns to clip the fruit, gowns and uttering little squeals, and Miss Sadie W. Keeler is the teacher. utics. Its object is to obviate mistakes, it will jump on the keyboard and prance
1
holding it between the third and fourth their father shouted from below "What's For eleven years she has worked among the loss of time, and the necessity of the about with great delight.
•
• 1
•;, fingers and the shoulder of the thumb, the row F!m?" I concluded to' tirke the deaf mures and given 'lo voiceless members leavino- their desks to record
The Theatre of :M:arcellas m ancient 1
transferring it lightly to the pouch sus- ob'eet t~ him. The Captain jumped out tongues the music of our speech. In their votes. The machine, which is the Rome was capable of holding 20,000
pended at his neck. The musk of the of Jbed and seized a cane. I filled the this country and in Europe she has invention of M. Debaycux, is worked by spectators.
It was a fortress in the n::,id-,j
wind-shaken, crushed, thorn-pierced,and bath-tub with water, while he passed his learned all that the best schools can of- electricity, aucl the vote of a full house, \ dle ages, a~d subsequen~l~ pas:ed mtol
tallen fruit, the pungent, aromatic odors hand quickly over the protuberance; but ferBut whatever methods different teach- it is said, may be make known by this I the possession o~ the Orsm1 tam1ly. Only
of the leaves and oil-glands load the air it stuck fast.
ers may have, to the on-looker who means in less th:in five mmutes. The a few arches of it now remam.
with fragrance as the exhilirating task
"Shake, Frances!"
spends an interested hour or two in her arran"ement of the apparatus is as folThe making of fine
rd cloth in England:
proc~eds.
A dark thing fell into the water and class-room it seems that the only sue- lows:° In front of each seat three con- is due to Edwa
III., who invited a.\
A. bright, clry day must be chosen, as was instantly submerged by a blow from cessful method must be nine-tenths pa- tact makers arc placed, the knobs being great many of of the skillful Flemish
moisture on the rind tends to dec.ty, and the cane. It rose defiantly. Another i tience. One must have the quiet pa- marked "Yes,"
"No," and "Absten- weavers to settle in England.
Before'
there must be caution in handling, ag one blow with the stick.
tience of a marble st:itue and persistence tion." Only one of the pushes can be I this time all the fine English wool was
bruised orange may infect an entire box
''Hold it under the water" shouted \ as the flowing of a river to perform this depressed at one time, :ind neither ~f exported.
or crate.
somebody.
modern miracle of makin" the dumb them can be used more than once, until
A. steam barge has been built at SufA. brisk hand stem-cutting in a full
''ls it dead1" squealed Aunt Penni- talk. To make a sound 0 ;er and over they have been rele:ised by the action ef folk, Va., which is 167 feet long, 22 1-2
crop can average his three hundred by feather, behind the crack of t~e doo_r.
again and then to begin at the beginning another part of the a1ipar:1tus: which is feet ~eam and eight feet depth of hold.
the hour, or three thousand apples per
"Dead i" roared the Captarn; "1t has and repeat and reiterate and explain and under the control of tl.1epresident. The It will carry 200,000 feet of lumber on
day, but this is not frequent, on account been dead a hundred years. Take your recite the same thing a thousand times votin~ is recorded b~ ~ei1~s ~f th~ee se:s six feet d~aught, and has two ~~sts,
of the cautious handling. The picker old black kid glove, and don't try to is somewhat a su(!o-estion of the work of of cylinders, upon wmch is mscribed m \ schooner rigged, to be used as aux:1ho.ry,
transfers his sack or basket carefully to pass it off for a wild animal down h()re." a teacher's life. ~"'
relief the names of the members in al- power when wind is favorable.
the drying-house, where the fruit is spread -Detroit Free Press.
Two boys about seven, anothel of ten, phabetical order, and also the series of
In ancient A.thens the doors of each j
out to drv. The sweating process oca pretty gitl of sixteen and two smaller figures from one up to t~c total number house opened outward into the street, :
cupies three or more days. A. good drySpeed or Type Write"•
girls about eleven years old were sitting of members. These cylmdcrs rotate_un- and such was the inherent politeness o.f\
ing-house is arranged with slatted shelves,
A per~on ~an learn the keyboa rd on a\ quietly around a little table, There was der inking pads, and after the votmg, of the Athenian that whenever any one
that the air may penetrate to the inter- type wnter m three or_four days_so as to I a blackboard and 11. First reader in the an impression being taken on a band of of them wished to come out of his house\
stices of the strips. A light fire is of run t~e alphabet rapidly, provided he\ room. Miss Keeler was teaching the paper against the name of each_member he always knocked very loudly first on\
advantage, as it promotes the drying, by · practices three hours a. day. On the smallest boy to say "Ah!"
She put one present, is found a number m one or his own door, lest pas,ers-by would be
which the rind becomes firmer, taking a keybo:ird the letters that are used the of his hands on her chest so that he other of the three columns "Yes," "No" knocked down when the door was
crisp, horny texture, protectin~ the pulp most are placed close to each other, the could feel the vibrating of the vocal or "Abstention."
'l'hese numbers ap- opened.
from bruising.
letter "e" being the on,e most_used. A.f. chords, and held the other close to her pear perpendicular in numerical order.
The next step is selecting, removing ter thr:e or four weeks_ practice a person mouth, so th:it he coulcl feel the cxpul- Hence the tot,i} number in each division
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his other hand in precisely the same way could h:irdly see two steps ahead was once a learned big-wig of the Provincial:
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l hen he writes t on :i prehcnsiblc. I tried in v:iin to overcome ing a lawyer himself he realized that in
20 milcs from the earth. A star slate, and is told tllat the th rec letters the unreasonable feeling, nnd I may his profession as well as in others all tho
complement of the south Florida fruit.,
000Sixty-one Cygni is classed as sec- mean himself ~r any 0th er boy.
however, is 128, packed apple above ap- 000
cali'ed
.
h:ive walke(l on in this way for about a able members seem to be dead. The
pie, with paper division to each layer.
din distance bein"' put at 54, 780,One pretty little maiden nnmccl l\Irn- quarter of an hour. But there was noth- Provincial big-wig was really unable to
The packing box is divided in the :;9 000 000 miles t~stancc from our nie, sits just across the round table. She ing pleasant :ibout the w:ilk :it1d I cou:d i take the joke, and declined to enjoy
middle, the ends and partition being firm globe. 'Most of the sta,s, however, are I began learning early, anu . ~peak~ very not help feeling relieved when I saw the himself during the remainder of the
half-inch wood and the sides :flexible. millions of times further away from us \ nicely. Of course, that voice which she light of the sky through a gap in the evening.--Lewiston (Mc.) Journal.
...,- By arranging the fruit differently, as is than these. Light trnvels about 186,000 herself has never bcar_d lacks the mod~~ trees, and it required :i strong effort of
required in sizes exceeding or less than miles in ever second of time, and yet lation th:it we unconsc10usly le:1rn to loo~ the will to kcciJ from pres ing toward it.
Fortune Hunters in Washington,
.
t er, soace
is economized with
. this. mconceivably
. y
.
. veloci•ty l t f or . "l Jove you ' " from those l)retty
•
l e t ter to t h e B oston
average
rnme
.
rapid
.
My fear was wholly without cause.
I
Av,-rr aslungton
cl
by alternating the rows to fill the obverse would take ]ictht about twelve years to lips has the s,rnie measure of aikction knew it, and felt it as strongly as if it 7'raveller says: There is not the slightest
0
A s1·ze 1·unnino.
an re-en er ·n.,.
o cur·ves·
"'
traverse the space separatlll"
us rrom I\ expresse d ancl the san1e11\acid intonation
.
had been rational. Som<Jtime after that d ou bt b u t th a t th
• ere arc more f or t une
l
d can bet set
176
alternate threes and fours, that star. From the greater O portion of that "l bate you" has. She is a good :icivcnture, 1 was travelling at night, hunters of both sexes to the square inch
and be so packed.
the stars light would be many centuries\\ example of the dou~le ~ystem of teach- alone with a guide in whom I had no of
Washington
than
in
any
The process is delicate.
The packing in reaching us.--Globe-Democrat.
ing that goes on m tl.11squeer sch~ol- confidence, in the mountains of Lebanon. other city
of
the
country,
but
must be close, fitting with even pressure
-------room.
She has lc:irnccl hp-read mg. The dan"er there was certainly much it ,is hardly
probable
that
the!
without bruidng, to bear the jarring of
Ho Knelf His Duty,
Speak slowly to her and she can tell "'reatcr than mound B,iden, but I felt no h:ive banded themselves together. Howcareless stevedores and 'longshoremen,
This story brings to mind one that is from the changes in your lips and tongue f.ear.-Popmar Science J,[,mthly
ever it is the gossip of the clubs, but
who annually exasperate the cropper. In told of a Confederate guard who was what ypu say. 1\Iukc the mere motion
-------precious little information ca.n be gotten
fitting the box, a layer of paper is put at once on duty over in South Carolina. A.n with your mouth, as if whispering softly,
Quicker Than Wall Street.
l out of any one about its members or
the bottom and one lapped above and officer was discussing war malters, and\ but do not nrn:rn the least sound, and
''No, I wasn't cleaned out in Wall membership.
The most successful of all
below, so that the fold, after the succes
remarked:
she can tell what your words would be. strel!t," he replied. as he choked back a the fortune hunters are the young offisive layers arc closely fittted, m:iy lap
''You know your duty here, do you,
Of course iu this combination of ob- heavy sigh. "Wall street was too slow cers of the army and navy, who come
over ancl cover the top. The upper row sentinel?"
ject-tenching ancl lip-reading there needs for me. I got my $7000 on a 1\Ionday i here and dazzle the girls with their
should rise not to exceed a quarter of an
"Yes, sir."
must be strange mistakes. Tak~ t~e on Tuesday I in vested in a short-horn bright uniforms, but even they are taken
inch above the box edging, that, on nail"'\Veil, now, suppose they should open case of Dr. Gallaudet, who, speakwg m bull; on Wednesday morning I got up in occasionally. oifc of these days, pering down the el:istic top, the spring of on you with shell and musketry, what church to deaf mutes, tried to explain and found that he had been kicked to haps, we shall rend the "Confessions of a
wood fiber in it may have a firm, constant would you do?"
what a deacon wa~. He took his hat by a $40 horse."
Fortune Ilunter," but it is tolerably sure
P""u", to ,osi,t jmiag ,nd disploce·
"Fo= , lioe, ,fr."
,nd pss,ed it ,ouod " though t,kiog u P
"Did you h,vo,nything lolti"
th,t it will uoto=< from the pen ni •
ment.-Southem
Bivouac.
"What! one man form a linei"
11, collection in church-that
was n dea"Only about $15, and I paid that to
man who has married exactly as he de•
-------."iYes, sir; fo'fm a bee line for camp, con. Now, did they undcrstand1 Of fellow to kill the old horse :ind haul both
• d
It is better to have noth1_ng_to repent \ . "-Atlanta
Oonstitutiun.
course, Little George held up his hand bodies to the woods.,,_ Wall Street Nawa. I 6U'C •
1·

I

a\

for than to even repent at le1suie.

, Slr.

BosTox, Oct. 19, 18~6.
There is nothing we take more delight
in than we do in our press correspondence,
and no doubt if we were not restrained by
realizing the value of space and the importance of not saying too much, we should
so lumber the columns we occupy that we
should not have so many readers as a
patent medicine wrapper printed on both
sides, and for fear that we, to the casual or
regular reader, may become objectionable
on the score of being too exhorbitory
or
BrCKNELL & STETSON, Blacksmiths.
LC COBURN, Flour, Grain and Ft:ed.
presumptuous by half in treating questions
G F TowLE, Pianos, Organs and Musical Goods.
and issues susceptible of thought and exl\frss ABBIE JouN.50N, Fashionable Dressmaker.
pressions more comprehensive
than our
-WEST
PERU.vv 8 \VALKER & SoN, Groceries,Flour, Hardware, peculiar special pleadings, we deem it adPaints, Oils and Burial Caskets.
visable to admit, not as an apology in any
l\I1ss E P Tucker, Millinery and Fancy Goods.
sense, that many wise and good people do
LIVER11ORE.
GEO F ADAMS, Physician and Surgeon.
not agree with us in some of the construcBUCKFIELD.
tions we present and have or may express.
Thus we disclaim infallibility and hope to
t1ti~;:;;~~PF~h;i;'J~ods.
Elegant Christmas Goods.
escape the charge of egotism.
\Ve are
IloLLAND
& Cus1n1:Ar-.;, ::\!eats and Provisions.
C S CHILDS, DentisL Vapor or Ether.
aware it is quite popular to designate perWEST SUMXER.
sons who have settled convictions of their
H B CHANDLER, Dry Goods & Groceries.
o·wn upon unsettled questions, as •· Hob}IAROLD
CHANDLER, Commercial & Job Printer.
EL TUELL, Fancy & Ladies' Furnishing
Goods.
byists," and if they commit themselves so
G BISBEE, Custom Boot and Shoe Maker.
peculiarly that they are of a more or less
EAST SUMXER.
VV E EASTMAN,
Seedsman.
Choice Veo-atable known minority, it 1s quite the thing to
Seeds of my own Growing a specialty.
:::,
call them "cranks."
\Ve are quite willing
to accept either of these appellatives because we know they will come from our
conservative friends who if not "Bourbons," will soon become as cranky as we,
-:(-):and yet remain conservative.
Senator
PUBLISHED
THURSDAYS
AT
Hoar says, "A Bourbon iti a person irreearrhm. Ilxfrrrrl :C:rr
.. [Maim~. spective of locality, who, having attained
to maturity, never learns or forgets anything."
Thus a "Bourbon" can be neither
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
conservative or progressive.
They may
be commemorati,·e,
but no more so than
an ordinary ''Ebenezer,"
for "·hich common granite is superior to the most culSame rates for 3 or 6 months.
tured human flesh. \Vithout affirming
~No
paper discontinued
until all ar- that there are, may we not inquire, "Are
rearages are paid, except at the option of there not Bourbons in our midst.all about?"
the publisher.
It will be remembered that last week we
Papers promptly discontinued at expiraassigned ourseiYes the task of trying to iltior. of the time paid for when so ordered;
lustrate the utility of the third or Prohibiotherwise they will be continued.
tion party, and we have said these few preliminary words hoping to mitigate our
ADVERTISING
RATES.
readers' judgement of us in the postulates
of ourselves that we ha,·e thus voluntaril v
Space,
1w 2 w 3w
t m 2 m 3 m 6 m I y
70 JOO
2 00 3 00 presented, to show the utility of the third
l 25
1-2 inch,
40 50 60
l
"
75 SJ0 l 00 J 15 l 50 l 90 3 00
or prohibition party.
We had carefully
inches, 1 oo 1 25 I 50 I 75 2 25 2 75 5 00
3
Cl
l 15 I 40 l 75 2 00 3 00 4 00 6 00
IO prepared
a statement which we did intend
"
I 25
I 6o 2 00 2 50 3 6o 4 75 7 oo
12
•4 col.
1 30 1 70 2 IO 2 6o 3 75 5 oo 7 50
to
forward,
the
substance
of which is illus13
1 ·2
"
] 50 2 00 2 50 3 00 5 00 7 oo
13
25
"
200l300
400 5 00 900 $ 13 25 $50 trated in the following formula, viz.:The saloon or rum traffic is the rock of
Brief announcements of Births, Deaths and Mar.
riages a;c inserted free,
but Obituary
Lines or evil we wish to remove:
the republican
Resolut,,-,n~ of respect to the memory of departed
party the
members of any society will be charged for at the party the lever, the prohibition
rate of 5 cents per line. Brief, historical sketches
fulcrum, the democratic party the resist~~ir~:;i~;i~~\1fce~~~e~u~~:Z~1t a:r;hrt:ad:a!h,c~~t
ance in which the rock of evil is embeded
charged for, but sohc,ted when the subject has been
-which is really the fact in our canvass.
well known in this vicinity.
And consequently we, enthusiastic for success, were to spring to the lever with full
force at the polls. But our own logic so
reproaches us with inconsistency that we
bow to the inevitable and take •our place
where we really belong, at the fulcrum, if
it be, and though we be crushed a score of
times yet will we stand in our place. \Ve
1.-RIDDLE.
The beginning of eternity,
were never more surprised in all our life
The end of time and space;
than we were at the stand taken by the reThe beginning of the ending,
publican convention on constitutional proAnd the tnd of every place.
hibition.
Having acted with that party
P. F.
for a score of years we rejoiced that we
2.-CHARADE.
could still continue to do so, by reason of
A little boy went to the park
that stand; but when we consider that it is
To li~st last the people at dark,
the prohibition partv that has forced that
But a big last of first
issue upon the conv~ntion, the fact come,
Hit his eye and then burst,
And ended this little boy's lark.
home to us that the fulcrum is quite as imS. E. L.
portant as the lever, and consequently we
shall act with that small yet potent party
3.-ENIG.MA.
of conscientious workers which have been
I am composed of 54 letters.
litMy l 47 35 43 44 3 50 41 is a town in able to accomplish so much good-the
Maine.
tle leaven, the prohibition party.
And we
My 20 5 13 45 7 IO 52 12 37 48 is a hereby nail our flag to the mast head. \Ve
town in N. H.
My 14 54 6 27 21 39 3 17 11 is a town would that this might be issued before
in Vermont.
election, but the election will be a thing
My 3 18 36 .53 25 33 42 31 20 37 46 '9 of the past when our readers will be priviis a town in Ma,s.
•
My 8 41 2 53 15 3 27 is a town in Rhode leged to criticise our political acts. We
have no doubt Mr. Ames will he elected.
Island.
My 19 32 30 27 38 45 21 is a town in \Ve expect to be counted among a small
Connecticut.
coterie of cranks ( ?) . \Ve anticipate the
My 35 16 5 43 is a town in New York.
My 3 54 8 38 22 4 is a town in New Jer- return of Mr. Ranny, and would be pleased to have Mr. Lodge take Mr. Lovering's
~ey.
My 8 26 24 35 41 23 4 46 3 is a town seat which we also expect.
in Penn.
Maggie Miller made a good showing at
My 40 S 29 34 36 is a town in Delaware.
Iler contest was not so much
My 10 .S 39 22 46 14 28 35 is a town in Lawrence.
:\Iaryland.
with the horses as it was with jockeys and
My .51 49 2I 39 39 35 is a town in nan-ow track .
.\faine.
\Ve congratulate
the genial owner of
My whole the words of a distinguished
,·tritesman uttered near a hundred years Goldbird upon his new-made relations;
ag-o-also by many in the late campaign.
and may the perennial joys alone gathered
LONGFELLOW.
in that plain of life be theirs to the end.
-CANTON.-

c

R DAVIS, Dentist. Office over Brick Store. A
Dixfield first Tuesday and \Ved. in each month
NATHAN
REYNOLDS,
Registered Apothecary.
AS HATHAWAY,Insurance and Real Estate Agent.
H I-I BURBANK,
Flour, Groceries, Dry Goods,
Fruit and. Confectionery.
.
D BRAD.-ORD,Brick Store, General Stock.
E F GouLD & Co., Stoves, Tin & Hardware.
J M JOHNSON,Meats & Groceries.
A C BICKNELL, Millinery and Fancy Goods.
O A BRIDGHA;\f,
Grocenes & Meats.
M B THOMES, Drugs, Medicines & Fancy Articles.
C BARROWS, Furniture, Crockery and 10c. Goods.
l\f G STROUT, Provisions and Groceries.
0 GAMMON, Lime, Salt, Produce and Supplies.
AT BRYANT, General Store.

l t 1;t;~r~~·,

li$,li$,~ho1u~.

$1.25
PerYear,
Paid
inAdvance.
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Thursday,
November
4,1886.

OUR PUZZLE CORNER

Last week we said "who next," and the
answer came really before our question
was propounded-Farmington
fire swept.
I know of no village more susceptible of a
conflagration
than Canton.
I know of
none that can so easily be supplied with a
water system, either by reservoir or a pipe
ANSWERS
NEXT
WEEK.
system.
We hope the right thi1:g will be
done before "too late" is written in som.\N"SWERS TO PUZZLES
OF LAST WEEK
bre a&hen ruins in our ideal village of
1.-B~mblebee.
childhood.
2.-1,
Hardy, hard. 2, Macer, mace. 3,
SHOMER.
l'ith, pit. 4, Punt, pun.
3.CAR
AV AN
Names of scholars not absent one-half
ANIMAL
RI
VET
day during term of school in District No.
A J\I EN
t
7, Dixfield :-Verdie Prescott, Sadie HowVAT
ard, Hattie, Carroll and Arthur Bartlett,
AL
Alice and Avis Andrews, Henry and ArN
4--Long_t_·e_ll_o,_v_.
____
_
thur Newman, Arthur and Leon Carver.
JuLIA_B. KIDDER, Teacher.
Bargains in Flom· at II. H. Burbank's.
4.-WORD
SQUARE.
Part of a ship.
Pale like ashes.
3, A part.
4, Short.
5, To show contempt.
ST. JULIAN.
I,
2,

J, A. BUCKNAM
&CO.

OUR.BOSTON
LETTER.

Business Directory.

The attractive advertisement
of J. A.
Bucknam & Co., Mechanic Falls, will be
noticed in this issue of" the TELEPHONE.
The reporter called at their store recently,
and during a pleasant interview gathered
some facts that will be of general interest
to many of our readers.
l\Ir. Bucknam
has car ried on a mercantile business for
about 44 years on the same spot where he
is now located. Like many others of our
best business men l\lr. Bucknam began
life at the foot of the ladder-a poor boyand by industry, enterprise and strict business integrity, has built up a business
which we will now endea,·or to give our
readers an idea of in nature and extent.
0

of 756, we do not know of but one man
that was drunk during the whole fifteen
days' stay in Richmond, and if any other
body of men can be gathered together from
over this country,of the same number,and
make as good showing, we shall be glad to
hear from them.
Right across the street from the hall in
which the Assembly met were five liquor
saloons.
Over the door of one was stretched a large cloth sign on which "as painted
in glaring letters, "Welcome Knights of
Labor!"
This sign remained there for
about a week, during which time no Knight
of Labor darkened its doors, and the sign
was removed.
\Ve were told by several of the business
men on the street, during the last week of
our stay, that the saloon keepers had planned on a rich harvest during the session
but had been greatly disappointed
and
were disgusted with the Knights.
Too
bad, but they had better bt disgusted than
that everybody else should.-Labor
Advocate.

At the basement of their store you will
find a complete line of groceries, meats
and provisions, and such wares as the
culinary department
of the household
brings into use.
IIadng
supplied the
wants of the inner self, just step in from
the street upon the second floor and you
behold a fine display of ladies' garments,
TRADE SC:\1:\IARY.
furnishing goods and fancy articles.
The
stock is varied and extensive, stylish and
General trade has shmYn improvement
standard, and you will find young Mr.
Bucknam gentlemanly
and courteous to in some lines during the past "·eek, as
The
deal with, as we did the elderly ;\fr. Buck- compared with the week previous.
nam genial and obliging to show us about ill effects of the unseasonable weather have
the premises.
l\Ir. E. A. Gammon, a remained in some localities, but these have
member of the firm, is also an agreeable only held good as regarding the dry goods
gentleman to do business with. On the and clothing trades aHd the markets natnext floor we find tne custom clothing de- urally depending on these.
The demand for wool has still further
partment where the tailor is ready to gi,·e
you fits from as fine grade of goods as yon fallen off, and another and somewhat unchoose.
"Our custom trade is largely in ' expected element has come into the field.
the higher priced suitings now," said :\Ir. This is the strike element.
From present
Bucknam, "where five years ago we sold appearances, there will be less consumpmore of the cheaper grades.
Customers
tion of wool during the coming winter
find it is really cheaper, in the long run, than was anticipated, and the result may
to buy first-class goods and go well dress- be felt in the prices of material.
ed all the time than to buy cheaper goods
So far, there has been no cut from the
and buy oftener."
rates of a week ago, and the probabilities
Outside of this store Messrs. Bucknam are that the fi ont of ro-day will be con tin& Co. carry on a large sale clothing man- I ed for some time yet, if not through the
ufacturing business, giving employment to season; but this will depend to a great exover 2.000 persons in their own homes. tent upon the course of the strikers.
AnProbably hundreds of our readers are to- other week will probably determine this,
dav supplied with empl<>yment by this firm to some definite degree.
which delivers the work at their door and
;\Ianufacturers are holding off, as far as
gathers the garments after the sewing is possible, in order to aid in a possible break
done. For the especial perusal of such of of the market.
There are reports of sales
our readers we continue with a recital of at under rates, but these are not well anwhat we saw at the manufactory at Meehan- thenticated, and are most probat>ly not
ic Falls, near the railroad bridge, which straight.
\Ve have not given them place
was once the shoe factory.
\Vhen the gar- in our reports.
ments al'rive from the homes in the surThe cotton market has slightly declined,
rounding country they are thrown by the owing greatly to the good reports from the
cart load into a spout which carries them I South.
The crop is coming in better than
into a large bin in the basement.
From predicted and there is likely to be no scarhere an elevator carries them to the third city.
floor where about twenty ladies are emThere has been little or nothing doing
ployed in "busheling,"
as it is termed.
"This," said Mr. Bucknam, "is the draw
back of the whole business.
It costs $20
a day to make good the work done outside.
This might all go direct to those in their
homes if their work was up to the standard we require, thus giving better satisfaction to them and to us." Be~ides the
"busheling,"
several machines are employed in making button holes and seaming. Down through a spout it goes to the I
second floor where another crew of hands
do the pressing and folding, and final packing for shipment to market.
On this floor
is a large boiler and engine, which heats
the building and the "sad irons,"and
runs
the machinery.
The 2,000 hands employed outside, and 1
about So hands in the shop turn out 120,000 garments per year, for the sale trade.
"If we make one cent per day profit," said
Mr. Bucknam, "for each person employed
on this work, we will be satisfied."
It is
hard to comprehend
how a firm can do

I
I
I

in the grain markets, and speculators arc
at a standstill to know what to do.
Lumber is doing well for the season and
prices are ranging satisfactorily
to the
dealers.
In the iron markets the situation has improved.
In the East, the demand has not
increased, but prices are held up stiffly,
and the stocks are about equal to the calls
made. At Pittsburgh, there is a stiff demand, and the prices are well held and
while no higher, positi\'ely, are edging upwards.
In the "'est. the demand exceeds
the supply and prices, especially in manufactured iron, have advanced.
At the
South, there is an unusual home demand,
and large lots are being handled.
A strong
call is being made for the products of the
Southern furnaces by the dealers of Chicago and Cincinnati, and several large sales
are reported at both points.
The scarcity
of Pennsylvania
pig has, in many instances, been the means of introducing the
Southern products to consumers who have
ne,·er before handled it. Its price has,
edged up considerably
during the past
three weeks.
;\lanufactured iron has fallen off, generally,and less than halfofthe mills throughout the country are busy.
Ilardwa1·e dealers report a slow trade.
Little else is to be expected at this time.
Manufacturers are preparing for next season.-Farley's
Trade Reports.
Sometime, boys you will know why mother weeps, why the weary eye-lids cease
to rest all through the wearv night; while
day after day the youthful looks are wanning and wrinkles make furrows in her.
Some time, when life's lesson you are
learning and when your blind eyes are
made to see the errors of your way, you'll
catch a glimpsP. of her worry. The world
may not know that you, boys, are going
astray-but
mother does. And it is this
knowledge that is changing her hairs from
black to white.
She has counseled you,
boys, as no other has; she has been more
kind than any other will ever be. Regard
her teachings, change your erring way,
throw off the mantle that will soon wrap
you in degradation.
Stop your visits to
places of vice. This alone is why she
·weeps. Through
the dim mists she divines your future and the pathway is rugged. Some time, when you and we stand
at her grave and drop the hot burning
tears, it will come to you-everything
that
causes the heart to despair.
It is there
where all the wrongs are seen. Change
now, she is going faster; and it will not be
long ere her trials are over.
Outside and Under Shirts at Burbank's.

This space belongs -to

Mechanic

business

on so sn1all a n1a1·gin,

,vhen

Falls, Me.

,ve

consider the labor and expense involved in
furnishing and delivering this work over
so large a territory and collecting garments
and preparing them for the market.
And
to us it would seem that many homes and
hard working women owe a debt of gratitude to ;\fessrs. Bucknam & Co., for supplying to them this means for earning a
few dollars by honorable employment.

Tl:.eK. cf L. a.nd.the Liquor Dealers of
Richmond.
During the session of the General Assembly at Richmond, the one thing that
puzzled the people of that city and created
as much ~lk as the color line business,
was how 756 men from all over the country could come into such a place as Richmond, where liquor saloons and beer gardens are found on every corner, and not
get drunk every day. In convers1ltion
with many of the merchants on the street,
they expressed much surpri~e that our delegates should keep from drinking.
One
gentleman said to us: "Your members
must all be sober, temperate men or else
the General Master Workman has such

CLOAKS·!
CLOAKS!
--AND--

NEW
MILLINERY
GOODS!
Now open and ready for the Puhlic a nice
line of Ladies' Ready-made Gar;iients
Claokings and Cloak Trimmings.
I hav~
a good assortment of

Millinery

Goods

of the lat_est styles,. also Hoods, Caps,
Glo':es,' Mitten~, Hosiery, Skirts, Bustles,
La~1es and Chilcl1:en's Underwear and 11
vane~y of other things too numerous to
ment10n, at the lowest prices possible.
Please call and see them.

H • Mt CLINES,
CANTON,

MAINE.
JOHNP.SWASEr,

Attorney

d: Counsellor

at Law,

r..:autou, Me.
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